1850
Wednesday April 10

This dressed and went to breakfast about half past seven went got ready for school thought it was going to be a pleasant day so didn't prepare for rain went to school at about day past much as usual. Some time before it came to be the afternoo it commenced thundering and lightning as we had a shower. I glanced school as soon as convenient and let my 2nd hour but some of them got very such as another shower came up before they had time to get home I hope for pity it might go. Home I don't like to we had a very heavy rain just came from Sister Lawrence H. Then I did not finish my letter to brother William that evening as a storm appeared as it was very wet but got up my early and went to bed.

Thursday April 11

If this year the pleasant nothing prepared for school day passed it as usual another shower came up this of tonight and some of my duties was yet very well was useful it will be to had another thing that sister cannot come out to morrow evening but like the way unless the way arrives as then hope to get if it does come send these letters to the person I speak the coming in seeing my guest. Be the

Sister April 12

Friday April 12

If the last day went to school day first minute as usual does the last day heart come in and out part of the time come some a in company with dinner a student and to meet them to was just got to Sunday school when we made him she was riding with chemistry till the get off and let Sister ride the rest of the way and we walked bed of the two and walk the two things through which was stop at the middle and down there was a little while. It was about dark when we got home and the way in going to be heavy. And keeping on Velvet and Brother on Velvet.

Saturday April 13

Another day pleasant nothing we were off for breakfast of this bread and an old a little something the bread to be a

then we had down to seeing on the south we partly that night.
the afternoon we started to walk back to town to earn our breakfast money. We had a rather long walk to the school to get to 6:00
before we left the room and then walked on to the church to be in
the service, but at the same time we had the news of a new teacher with
Mrs. Pearson at the school, and my dad did not go to shop so we only got to see a short ride.

We left for school at 6:30 on April 16,

and I left the house for the first time as we got ready for
school at 6:45. I could see the schoolhouse far off, it was
almost my morning. Those hands are written off

from rain, only at the corner of the house. At one time, we

were a family in my family, my family. They were waiting a little bit

and then the weather was cold.

April 15

This rain is not easy to make. I don't

know if it seems that it is written in my journal

once. In 1693, a newspaper was sent to school. It

was as usual one hour and a quarter in my journal

the bottle of the school. Thursday, April 16.

Now the news is good for the children of the school.

I joined for school between seven and eight o'clock.

The usual mask of my hat never in to dry, the face book at

usual in the after noon we took a little chance of rain over.

I left home from school. I found a note from my

brother William containing the news of my lost letter. Being found

it had been opened and read as I suppose. I was a letter to

brother William containing a great deal of nonsense and such,

little sense. I spent the day in writing in my book and reading

at the news with prosperity. I found that it did not rain

at school. When we had a little rest, school day went such

way every day does very large, the most of one difficulty in

closed a short book with that time and then started to go

rushing in company with the students.
I had the good fortune to catch a fish, this past week and I was also to get two eggs. Mr. Murray caught a fish last week and we had a fine time together. We had a fine time washing very much. Mr. Murray had been with me and enjoyed it with me. Mrs. Murray went out to see Mr. Murray Sunday, but he got my badly hurt. Last night she said to me, 'You know it is the one that is the worst thing that was done as well as could be made when the others were put about over their fields.' And the evening is to be "reading." Thursday, April 18.

Do school as usual day past I am much as any day does there is very little variation in one day nor another. It is getting very warm and plenty of snakes about. I expect I shall get my badly frighten with snakes this summer season. Have been thinking about a schoolroom already and when they get built I don't think I don't know what to do there, it will be a place of joy tomorrow in the morning and myself can be to get there. Saturday, I thought the boys and me the ride and canoe for it. Saturday, spent the evening reading my exercises and my exercises reading a good strong tone on my exercises.

April 19.

The prospect of going to camp has vanished a little now. After making a little attempt at reading, I hit the two neat lessons, which I had got down by myself as well as I could. Mrs. Anderson came to the school, I expected more but they did not come. Even about school I can hear in French myself to start for town. I am writing to write a letter to my brother, so I have started. I was nearly big enough to go and write my brother, but I had got down a story we had written for the "valentine." One was about the "half-page." I had a corner and the other the other thing in the corner. She is as much afraid of them as when we had the last one with the sea. Before we go in tow to that might start the evening a really bad thing. Saturday, April 19.
The new goods are shut in hose in today there warm
cast through comes to the air and I am down on made exercises
that had street music no more. I see and she started a while
or the wind is the back I had more freezny to do before done
Miss Collier and then come to bed and dinner. The first agent
will have looked for some but it did not come much to our
disappointment. We made a short call at Mr. Church as for
we came back to house less with dress case and this
my shirt and then have done. I read on the...now I find
it may be introduced. I have attended the evening meeting but did
not yet one happen in house as there. I mean to shift yet my work
in the of tennis to work. I am not with a friend
of a rainy Saturday without it. I am
Saturday night.

I arise the morning and found the rain only lasting at my wish the
rain. But it did not rain but dried out and off entirely.
I thought it was pleased to the room. It would have been if I had been
as the rain would have made it much more. The it was and
it was very co by comfortably warm as I was. I went to Suffolk School
at not past nine had a good of time. The dominion
came and went the the rest and made it very interesting.

The French forces is one of the best ministers that I have read
since I have here. I am one only one dinner and than I can
come within the faculty as they had thought here for. It just
like to common in really and common with the city. And I do not
consider it is. I would have liked it to come to another finding
since). Mr. Church gave me some advise about a certain
subject. And think I could not follow his advice in this part
of the world. That is true. I am lying.

I thought rather the French fancy being not slept well the first
part of the night but in good health. It was so and that. I was
very weak and did not most of my duties in my first month
as usual. But I am never more the I had not expected to see him
as the took him back. They must with the next time. I am just
my news with the year have a short time. It left the
day was ready to lay it and went. I wonder.
Tuesday, April 23

Week. We arose this morning round at the sound of rain and at breakfast time to hear it. We were to rise early and go to school and I was nearly afraid of the breakfast. So commenced morning prayers and to earn a little and before it was ready for school I was doing fine but we went
out quite cool but had a fine made in 't get dry. We
all knew if my brother went to play on account of the
weather perfect day past much rainy day. Another
week was spent at school. Campbell in school 100
up, the I. B. 40 came home and was not left, might be
from the post office and had no one to be. I went
to see the man. The evening then I had been for
a soon as I went in the house the piano stood on for the time
I went to commence a letter to the sister Edna. I this evening
down of the reading a little while.

Wednesday, April 24

This was the last day of the week. The morning was
not much of a pleasant weather. The weather was
for school. I do not sit on account of the weather.
I suppose a day past much as usual. Came home and
did the supper table. Mr. Murray said he had a letter
from one who often thinks on occasion. I have a little package
from some people who often times a visit. I am getting to
and a letter to the sister Edna. After one and
a half of the sister Edna. On this I am come to
writing. I am writing a letter to the sister Edna. I am come
immediately after the piano in reading letters.

Thursday, April 25

At this time was the time to write to me. I thought it
unpleasant after breakfast. I spent the morning reading
Booth and the evening. I have heard a great deal of talk
about the musician and much to the point. Some wrote to me
in the evening of how to write about the music and
how to go about it. I can join to see it and try the same.
Friday, April 26

I felt unpleasant dressing for breakfast after breakfast between seven and eight o'clock, started for school by half past eight, and was as usual about noon to begin to class. At 2 o'clock when I finished school I was delightfully and pleasantly rear-arranged. The Miss Winter and I got ready and I could have a ticket and I could go to the next, but as I commenced getting ready as soon as I could consequently and hastened for town, took a very pleasant ride, consisting of the street car, going up to town at ten, and my fare was as usual. I telegraphed her if the photograph, as they said, was and she did not know, but I was the photo.

A kind of God and I was trained. I was trained. To April 27 I was ready, as nothing of the knowing, from now to Monday, April 27.

The house this morning and on looking one found all things well and a present I had for was such not distinct as in back not thought but it would be pleasant to breakfast. I myself went up to the store to make a few purchases. I thought it was safe in Judge Co. I made the best and went to better. I made me a present of a very kind man had let the people have some time at the store had a dinner at the time we came back and the result of the day or waiting upon our understand kind. I got from nearly done the whole took and buy as my thing they received some goods at the store to buy. Just of night in the rice came down from the store and from a gas being come some smoke and glad as fortune came we went made up to the rice give me with a good time - glass 2 cards and they came better and found us in good order. In this present, the rice, for good, we did not act any early; we almost made the lattice of the.
Sunday, April 28

It is still cloudy and do not feel very sunny today, but have a delightful breeze after the shower we had from the Consolata. But little knew when we got out to the fields of the town we saw the marching of soldiers and that was a thing to see we went in at least forty horses came in at them. The last one was a Yankee, and all there was another of them were not as tall enough to come out of it, he came in he was two feet lower and dress on

handsome, I think it was; we would not have known to

him as a Yankee, he was looking of one of the classes

of the school. The other introduced, first, myself to

the other and we were for acquainting. They were

not quite ready to start so I went with first to the

to get my things and they rode down there for me.

When I reached the lodge was my yield and a

very pleasant ride we had too only it was too about the

narration of Buddha, that he was acquainted with some

other. As I was singing, he continued talking

to us, but stolen was at work on the railroad. New England

the other side was a very cold and I must play

my pale color. The bore the other part. So was very cold

at me of course. He was full of love. Some

day the bridge could not stand as the worst troubles

he then began to be more than he say a letter of the train.

The trouble was to be

out of order. I

went.

That day Inspector the bridge would leave the

men to be the best some of them got me a picture to

conquer the first good to get there. Then we all knew

from school and him a little more. School some more

good. I asked them to the very picture most of them in 68

had a new window. They played as usual, came back

a bit and please. Those who were the town.

That evening was being out walking with the folks young

was the after they sleep from some quite late on.

retire.
Thursday, May 1st

I have been so busy the past few days that we had to breakfast late. It is true we are still working and I must finish the story I am writing. The weather is perfect and I can work outside. I have been working all day and am still working. The sun is shining and the birds are singing. I am writing this letter to let you know how I am doing.

Saturday, May 1st

This morning I wrote and then went to the library to read. I read a lot of books and am enjoying it very much. I am working on a new story and hope to finish it soon. The weather is still nice and I am enjoying being outside. I have been thinking about my parents and how much I miss them. I hope you are doing well and that you are enjoying your time at home.
Sunday May 5th

When I arose this morning I thought we were going to have a rainy day but the commencement of the day was very rainy and a breakfast. We thought we should not leave our home so we commenced getting ready for church but the rain commenced Sunday night but we thought we would try it to about half past eight, we started into town in the wagon with Henry & Robert in the seat on top. Saw Hiram & Daniel & Company myself besides mylady when we got to the ford we commenced it so full that we did not have attempt to ride in and the ladies all dismount and Tim to get on to carry a little pony out and they got through very well coming back to town being drenched through the weather of the other side the drizzle the whole way I was ready the next day very much tried but the weather was so pleasant and I got down half way when it commenced raining and I went all the way the whole day but not resolutely the first time but more by chance to the Sabbath school in school but few in a corner of the weather and school we going a little later when it still continued to rain and when it stopped we mounted again and came home as the ministers didn't come home and when we got to the will for dismount again and the Mr. Styer & Lem to take the boxes or it was not as high as it was in the morning and the song in reading being to busy and singing a little about ten Sunday May 6th.

This week at day although I was enjoying the company of the ladies and the music but as it was not as cold as it was before I was not as cold as it was before not as much as usual came home soon Mr. & Mrs. King gone to town I expect best to come out with them to find him count with me although I myself so much wish I could have had me at the same time but expect to do the best that I can and spend the rainy in reading.
Tuesday, May 7th.

Much to my joy sister came out last evening with
her Mrs. Weeksthray who had been to town and had
been there in a composing reticulate and
went to sleep later and this morning rose got ready
for breakfast of the breakfast I got ready for breakfast as
I concluded she would not accompany me to town
without her after I had been at school all the time. We
were the door to close it and who should I see in the
hall with Bethel, Collins and Sally Turner. We coming to the
door room they came to spend the day with me.

The day passed very pleasantly most of my declara
tions had been thus. There was no little disturbance between
some of the students closed about about the usual time.
and went home sister is making me clothes that
were received from home. There to eat them and I think
I had better. The day after we got home from school. Table
and another small dots in those dots I appearance of rain.

Wednesday, May 8th.

Wrote this morning and found it raining quite hard
and trained some until breakfast was ready. After breakfast
I prepared to start for school sister thought we would
not go and a Bethel was going with us. I did not
rain but looked very much like it. We went to the school
room. I found one scholar near me went in and ordered one. How ever
there was not anyone only two little boys and sent them
home and looked the house and started home with the
children. got home they were quite surprised to see me.
also seemed to be pleased to see me was saying on time large
dress. I sat down to work on her clothes designing the would
spend a day pleasant stay with Mrs. Ross in the afternoon.
Sister Mrs. Bethel having showed him in
our group we received and the others between or them at the
very good after dinner. She also held for some time the various
into my school place attended some of my students and the time
and I never saw so much clothes in town as that time
was quite astonished at this and of then became more a little while later of still come.
Thursday, May 24

The evening pleased. Started for school about the usual time. Miss S. did not go with me. Embellished "Polly" as greatly as possible when we started. For school as they were going home that day and we should not see them again before the right side. I spoke with most of my scholars in the street as much as usual. I talked with those that were offensive and they seemed to feel much better. Have considered to turn in the audit of accounts as she is the principal leader of the trouble in school. She was not in today, so she will not come again. Closed school and the children to "Friday, May 25th.

Another pleasant day after the work was prepared for school. Before I rose Mrs. Huer came in and said she has been away from home and she would love to go and have no regrets of it and she said it was all the better. The next day I had to officiate at the latter and it was better to meet with me to say the day passinig was not so much as a whole ahead for her as that is to attend her. Another day will do. I tell it still have it to do rather on the home from school found Mrs. Huer and her having got home a short time before. We did the same that Mrs. Warren. The Mustafey had presented her husband with a little more she was quite comfortable. We took our food pretty and started to go fishing as we were going out of the yard we saw a gentleman coming down the road to us. He sat and before he got away and the next day was Mr. Will in going to and the will be the best off the house and then were. I did not want for him to come along we sent to the creeks and caught quite a lot of fish and then started for home when park was over one dale C. to where downstairs fish built and waited until he went past he was good company for the evening I am not acquainted with his wife. We got back and there until twelve was ready to go for we received to the best time returns within two. We have an invitation to a fish fry tomorrow do not think.
The weather was quite pleasant yesterday in Tompkins, so, after an engagement of Mr. Burns, I went to Miss Jones' and it is to observe the day, and had stuff posted for it until noon; and then, Saturday noon, to the Breakfast. Miss Jones and Mr. Jones were at the hotel, and Miss Jones was in my room to finish it, for the day. I have been cutting my dress the best. Miss Jones came quite soon in the morning to go out on a trip, and Miss Jones has not gone. I spent the day in writing. My thoughts some of your fishing and constructive advice. The rain started to come down; then it poured down, and the weather was very cold. I never saw it want to finish my dress but it did not seem to take much time. I got quite a bit of work done before I went in to lunch with Mr. Jones.

Sunday, May 11, 1855

I rose this morning and was pretty well pleased. After breakfast we commenced preparing for church, sister and herself intending to go to church, and a five part of the church, and I went to the church, and myself rose in before the others and to the church. We then went to church, and I went to church, and myself rose in before the others and to the church. I sat in the pew, and Mr. Jones and Miss Jones were there, and I was about to do the singing, and Miss Jones was rather sick. After the service, I took a short rest, and then came home. I had the headache after dinner and was in bed by the bed where I was lying. She came to me to sleep, and I was very much better when I awoke, and she begged me to stay.
Monday May 13th

This morning I prepared for breakfast, then breakfasted, prepared for school. Sister does not go to stay with me. I went half past seven o'clock for school. I found my schoolmates in the school. I made a talk with her on Peter's plan to leave the school, but she seems anxious to stay and says she will give me some trouble if I write her stay, she will ask sister about it this evening and see what she thinks about keeping her. Miss Campbell came home with me tonight for me to try her dress. Cousin Jane went to church very early, she told me coming and then sister and self returned.

Tuesday May 14th

Not very pleasant this morning, but must go to school. Sister does not go today. I left school most of my schoolmates this morning, left as usual, there was discussion to keep sister from leaving. I gave her the things, that I required if she closed school. About half past four got some good fish, returned late. Wednesday May 15th.

The morning not very pleasant, but I did not come this afternoon. I had a talk with my schoolmates for a school, some were of my schoolmates. Nothing of importance we came to do of a school day, passed a walk, chatted about the usual time and went home. Waited until the sun was to set, then down and came back. Was late. We returned late. Thursday May 16th.

This morning was dressed for breakfast. First breakfasted. Sister does not return for me to stay. Is getting my summer school much as usual nothing of note occurring. Have not slept well this week from the harvesting. He had they were better. Returned late. Friday May 17th.

The next morning after breakfast. Since for school sister does not go with me but will come sometime today. Most of my schoolmates in sister did not come until this noon and then. She came with her. This evening passed very pleasantly, quickly the return from school and rest, but down to mending while I cannot the knee for bed. Miss Jane came this evening to go with us to Mr. Burns but she tells us that Miss Frank is not to be at home, so we would not go tomorrow after singing our intonation. G
Saturday May 18th
A pleasant morning; first breakfast sister and Bill did a few odd jobs which were all nearly done. Mrs. Doherty went for the fruit to the house as the bathtub was filled. Mrs. Doherty went with them in the afternoon. I worked on my puzzle sister behind the door. I made a shape with the puzzle pieces on the picture. Mrs. Doherty can draw something day or night. She is very patient and I don't think that I was a very large rattlesnake. The first one that I have seen in the night after the running. It was enough. The negro took it away and went inside in the dark. He was gone. It was with my sister who was watching. Mrs. Doherty went with my sister to the puzzle pieces. It was a large piece. I have enjoyed it very much and wish it was done.

Sunday May 19th
Noon
Another breakfast morning. It was so pleasant; the breakfast was fine for church. Mrs. Doherty was one of the old ladies in the happy sisterhood. Myself & I went on Sunday. There was Danny and Mr. Neele in the church. We started sister a day before already as sister was to start to dress when we got to the picture. We moved quite nicely and "Tirr" my eye, they were financial how it would terminate. The picture by hand. Amie had been so sick during part of the week. We had some better sister dressed and we soon started for church sister and I. We left from the picture with the Louis and self made then. My time Mrs. Doherty was my waiter and also of the church of the Desert. The church, we made a very good sermon from Nye. Mr. Doherty had not yet spoken. After church we called some moments to see the father with again some picture looking much better. We went on home, and I am very glad to say, and I don't know what makes me to return to me.

Monday May 20th
Another Monday is fine. I set most of my letters in a lump which are rambled a few. I have dressed quite well while the letter from my head feels much better. The eldest sister, of the school worked on Mary's dress.
Wednesday May 23rd

Another misty morning left off to school about 8 o'clock, exactly as though of any other misty day I'd passed as usual, very early, about an hour after returning from a short walk on Alabama shore return church.

Thursday May 24th

At pleasant morning; it is quite cold at morning and the middle of the day it is oppressive and stuffy today. The French Es to be married in St. John's, so they brought my school girls present day pressed as usual, all wearing working on the dress.

Friday May 25th

Please in this morning, shall not go to Camden, will be a most

Pleasure this morning shall not go to Camden until tomorrow.

Saturday May 26th

The morning is very pleasant and ready for a short note to town

The morning is pleasant and ready for a short note to town.

Her name is Winifred. She's my brother's daughter. He's very

Her name is Winifred. She's my brother's daughter. He's very

Saturday May 26th

The morning is pleasant and ready for a short note to town.

Her name is Winifred. She's my brother's daughter. He's very
Monday, May 27th

Another pleasant morning, as two weeks had passed since school started about the usual time, some of my scholars and in
day best suited as usual only. I had a severe attack of
headache the six weeks since I had not been as if
I could stay in school until time to finish but I did. And
some found that the rest had gone to the woods. When it is
absolutely warm I went into my room with off my clothes and
work a slight and able to move and made it across my furniture
and laid down on the bed and soon fell asleep and when
I awaked my head felt much be the reason of mine.

Tuesday, May 28th

The morning is clear and cool but it will be very warm for
work to school and some of my scholars out side passed
much as usual head also and had time to say of two children I
was engaged a letter to my sister Susan which I was in hopes I
should get now done and slide out.

Wednesday, May 29th

The morning pleasant and during the day shower threaten
but we did not have any until the four before I closed my school
of commenced raining and it cut afternoon to my scholars could
not home before 4 o'clock breakfast. I had only a little milk and
tried on to the end of this day work much as every day does.

Thursday, May 30th

The morning not as pleasant as last. The weather and near
work to school did as usual. When I got home at night
found Mr. & Mrs. McGregor at the M.C. Shaping, uncle to the M.C. Mrs. McGregor gave me the M.C. Mrs. McGregor was treading, I
slept down on my bed and read. Some until the end.
And then I heard a discussion of the wedding which was better than the reception.

Friday May 31st

At the same time and hour I was in a state of expectancy and was dressed and went to the front of the house and sat in the front change to finish my cake and put down a little while of tea and such things to finish my dinner to make the same time to breakfast before dinner and also began another to Mary Filling up at a little faster and then went to assist Mrs. McC. to get ready to go to Boston which she had left for about half past three o'clock and then I went out and stayed with us as I had very pleasant company to town went to the store and made a few purchases and started back again and got home a little while after eight and spent the evening writing letters and in overpowering nature late in night only Saturday June 1st

Those very early the morning and decided to go to town as I thought it was really necessary to do something which would have been to the fire though yesterday after the breakfast we had on our things but Mary insisted that let us with the horses were sent to the shad house at the corner and we could a very pleasant ride coming back to the market where we were told he had asked him to send the shed just to get ready when we got to the town, but down to town and after Boragio dress for dinner and finished the word for her the meeting came as expected. By the way for her in the other room while I took only a little for I could not now them as it was quite late only.
Tuesday June 3

Another pleasant morning at breakfast. Found a part of my belt absent. Day past much as usual. After breakfast went home and resumed my writing. Think this will be boring. Went out to Mr. Owens. He showed me the garden and the bees. Went out to the barn and read until dark and then played gone in my Melodeon. After dinner went to store. About 9 o'clock went to store. Wandered about town. Tuesday June 4

Another pleasant morning at breakfast. Few guests for breakfast. One of my debters arrived some in accounts of withers.

A short time after breakfast began to read. Afternoon reading. The sun went in and I helped her to the table and we both read in each other and the room fell asleep. On the 5th the weather was very pleasant. About 9 o'clock.

Wednesday June 5

Pleasant morning. Sign of rain having passed away. Army and Toney not feeling like going to school as they are usually my schoolmates. Todays found some rats and the dwell which I thought I had lost was very glad to come again as I prize them very much. School the finished much as usual at tea. School started on my horse riding which I want to get done before Friday evening.
Thursday June 6

Another pleasant morning, dressed for breakfast about twenty minutes to eight. Started for school. Mary & Louisa not well enough to go any farther, not all in day dress. Much as usual. Spent the morning alone on my book. Got a note from Sister this week who is expecting me to go in Friday evening and spend Saturday. She says I shall be to leave as I am anxious to go. Am looking for a letter from home by every mail. Mrs. Shrock and Miss

Louisa spent a day with all of us - one day this week.

Friday June 7

A pleasant morning thought it will be so I can go to town to-night. Off to Scotland at the usual time. Mary and Louisa not going any closer. I not all present not any thing of any note recently to day. I did not have any visitor to day of which I was going to lunch as I wished. It cleared early. Chose a little after ten o'clock went home as soon as I could and begun to fix for a walk to town. Emily is to accompany me. Started between five and six had a very pleasant walk. When we got to the swamp we stopped some to pick the black berries that hung by the roadside and before we got through the swamp we both tried with them. "The Swamps" - Rebecca and Anembe Sutherland coming to meet us had a fine walk back. We picked a good many berries and the girls picked for us as we had to keep eating. They were so good. To our surprise we collected our raspberries to our fill. As we two were election for writing to your friend in the post we were nearly pinched. We went to Miss Kimball's to see her. The minister was there. Sister called. Mrs. Shrock a few moments and then to the office where we found two waiting for us. Spent the evening in talking and sending the baby, returning quite some time. Miss Shrock is expecting the husband's sister, husband's and thirteenth minister who is to preach for us Saturday and Sunday.
Saturday June 8

The morning was rather cloudy but bright, I was busy all day for preaching, rose and dressed for breakfast after
which I took a short walk down to the church and sewed and wrote some until it was time to go for church. We were all ready for church
and started we got there quite late as the minister commended
to early be the reason we could have the room early. The
minister name is Judge. The case as very good discourse
we could have. After we got home from church about half past twelve the shower of the summer was had down and
read in the papers and Percie received a letter from dear sister
from St. Louis, St. Louis, home, she read it and read it with
pleasure once interest all of our dear family were well as
usual except Uncle and Auntie who had been sick and was getting
better of ten needing some longer rest. About nine PM Perrie went
to bed for a while to rest and had a little while with the
sisters we had a very pleasant call had dinner and get the
refreshments we then went to bed. That is to a fine time the gentleman
we made rather a short visit as we had some business to do
after we got home we soon went to bed home and there slept
well and I stood on the deck and read after she had
finished the sewing we walked up to the store to make a
few purchases and then returned to bed after supper spent the
evening in sewing, which we retire with eleven o'clock.

Saturday June 9

A fine, soft morning of the breakfast decided for church,
went early to Sabbath school had a pleasant school of the
school house, we had a discourse from the ladies and
which reaching I never had before as it was a fine time of the
finishing we had an interesting of fifteen minutes and had
a prayer from the Mr. Judge we invited one to talk it was
written short as the people had gotten there sitting after the church
and went home with me. Having the minister with them
until the night of the Tuesday we had another of my as com-
posed and the same railroad then that I did not think to
take Bums and Mrs. Mrs. Warren for another mile we were at my time and most of us believe so.
Monday June 10

It is rather cloudy this morning, bed was up soon as the company left early, this morning they left soon after breakfast. I did not sleep my rest last night being so much feet back to bed in the night I was awoken by a somewhat icy. At first I thought it was the whoils eses but concluded to make some of the friends I met near some hours to make them see, and I light me outside. The wind blows a little this morning, but I get better as the sun appears. I went to school after breakfast not as usual kind of my scholars absent and at my school today, of the absent teachers have some the lack lady and my letter they had the other night but he declared that I would lose his offices if I had been back and they think it another but it in the school. Because on my next breather I am sending a return quite right only.

Tuesday June 11

Mr. Mc... came in the morning first up of the day and said the start was dead it died a short time before. It commenced raining soon after breakfast and I was from it cold as not yet to school but it has never quit it in the drizzle rain only a few of my teachers going to the school I suppose but it has cleared off almost the day is passing as usual passed on my dress after school. Wednesday June 12.

The weather getting very warm again rain is getting to be needed much these thunders all around it is a pity if we bring a pleasant day. Started for school about the usual time most of my scholars in nothing of importance occurred during the day besides school half past from where Mr... went home and dealt with the lady until bed time.

Thursday June 13

The morning not as pleasant as it has been for some time past. Started for school at the usual time, the weather is very oppressive. Came home I feel as if I had not enough strength to keep me up to perform the duties which I have to perform from day to day.
My time is sometimes so much of my time if I was at home I should not do what I have to do here, but I hope that my life and the rest may be for 
to ye to many years yet and that I may be permitted 
to return to my dear home, nothing new a coming in 
school today next of my eldest present close of school 
of the usual time and unpleasant as the bushes are 
my seat and it is off the rain, when we get home as to 
should we find those that the Dodge was very glad to 
see him renewed and to thee until next time.

Friday June 14th

The morning is not very gloomy and with appearance of 
rain look like it could be pleased at this evening and can 
go to town to see Betsy. After building the Dodge left 
this morning good bye, the children for school, my seat 
to school been by worm and we have a few light 
showers, day just as usual, but it is so unpleasant that 
I cannot go to town this evening and still wait until 
morning and hope it will be clear so I can go to the dressing 
room when I get home from school. Jack and Dolley with the 
me until nearly night then I sat down to play on my 
the violin and after I had been playing a little while he 
came in and brought me a little note from Betsy who 
wishes me to go in the evening but I cannot arrange guitarly

Saturday June 15th

The weather continues dull and cloudy after breakfast 
As the rain still I could have been go to town with 
I am well whilst I gladly accept the and your invitation 
letting in the little at the races you force quick as well as the others the same. I spread clothes dress for the 
As quiet as lady and so did not do much, my head that 
me in the evening with a map on the presence is the get 
up and went the dancing asfected that but as it was got 
without my att that was not at all in the same time 
and when before we start as there was a lot in our town 
that business is
Sunday June 16th

Cloudy in the morning but hope it will be clear off so there will be preaching. But the people are not very good, I think rains before time for preaching. Mr. Barry came in he thought there would not be any preaching as there was so unpleasant. The minister would not come as we did not go after the composing. A little while singing was proposed and we shortly engaged singing and soon some little tunes when the service came a walking off, but Mr. Godfrey who joined us and as he is a good singer he was quite a help we sung most of the time until dinner was announced when we took dinner after dismissing together. We then some books together and it still continued to rain and I almost concluded they were not going to send us out, but it still continued, and so we sat in the wood and sang. I had them take the Baptist songs and see if they were not raining very hard. I took and addressed myself and saw some people near. I was very wet as it was not raining very hard. I noticed that it soon became raining here again, but I did not get much wet but got some drier as it soon quit raining and we walked in. Mrs. McCreary and Miss Fay go to sing Philomar and I was ready to at supper time with Mr. D. until six o'clock.

Monday June 17th

The morning at the church there was showers through the morning and went to school most of the day and this in some not present. My head feels badly this day do not know what makes it. Day past as usual. Weather warm

I dreamed a very pleasant dream last night and when I awoke I felt badly to find I was a dream

and so I do.
Tuesday, June 13th

The morning dawned early about five o'clock. After finishing breakfast I showered made ready for school. Found most of my scholars present. Some of my scholars and teachers today are free and I shall have to use the stick. This afternoon I attempted to punish Samuel Caldwell but he made his way out of the window. I did not follow but he left his belt and I shall not give it to him if he will come after it. He may take it if he goes to school at the usual time later the school. After school I wished to see Samuel and his hat.

I step in a little time Charles Campbell came along and stop to see me. But when they saw me they decided to go to the smith. For the men came and said Harry came with the hiram and the code to teach baldwell. I came home and washed and fixed my hair and then after clothing a while with this.

Wednesday, June 19th.

A pleasant morning arose about five o'clock. School at the usual time met. Mrs. Caldwell being absent. I missed her. She had to leave them a little before. She would mind me at home. Finally she did. She was past much as usual. After the morning exercises, I was a bit absences during the day and one quiet hour one of the teachers was one of teaching myself. He then wanted I would play a song for them and strike until until most done than read awhile and after supper teacher and then to a joke before prayers, and then went to bed.

Thursday, June 20th.

A pleasant morning and quite comfortable. Of student's and once. But because I shall be very warm in the middle of the day, to school as usual as usual at six o'clock.
Friday June 2nd

This is my birth day another year has rolled around and I am still among the living whilst so many have been called to view eternity in the scenes of this world and go hence. May I dear oh! May I may give my heart to my Creator and live to his honor another day.

The morning was pleasant and fine it would not rain till the afternoon.  I did not meet my sister cannot come out.  I read most of my 2nd lesson all day but much as usual.  I did not have any company in, closed school about this time, came home rested a little time and then with Emily started out to meet sister went maid to the sutherland and there waited for her it was late before she came but we had a very pleasant night the next day got thereabout dark after the evening in church singing and playing my dear sister Sat 6th June 2nd

Another clear and very warm morning we breakfasted for breakfast after breakfast sister and self took down our hair and washed sister head and then planted it took a long time to dry but the prize, it was very warm after dinner sister and self sat down to finish my muslin wrap.  Sister having completed hers I had it on.  The Evangeline rests a little while and looked as if the might have showers but they all went around the room until dinner and off to pencil and proceed in the yard and then sat down to do a little more in my dress sister did, after prayers we retired late.  Sunday June 3rd

Another clear and warm day dressed for breakfast after breakfast sister for church, sister and self started before the others.  As we have to dress some often we get to town, we rode very slowly.
The ladies did not return at their usual time. Mr. Todd came down after the school closed and meeting some friends he gave an excellent sermon from the words, “Come thou and all of thy house into the sick room.” He was extra very much. To which I sent immediately after Miss Jane is quite unwell. Mr. & Mrs. Russell called with an invincibility about Dr. Le resume little and took a short nap, and then he got up and went with them family to the house when about another. Mr. & Mrs. I left town after the storm Miss Jane stayed all night about the room in saying Monday June 21st.

A pleasant morning very warm after breakfast found for school. School of the usual time found most of my teachers present, after I dismissed at noon there came up a very severe thunder. There struck a tree near the school room, and some of us not for off, I believed a gentleman attacked a mile from the school and knocked him down. But she is getting over it. I believe. It did not rain when I closed school came home and saw Mr. in his shoe. Not a live bone. Played on my skis until dinner was ready. Retired not very early.

Tuesday June 22nd

Another pleasant morning to school the afternoon and storm came up the thunder was not as loud as noon yesterday, but I believe they do not think of the top of a tree near the school room, most of my teachers present came from school and found a letter from sister Elizabeth also a note from sister Sarah; and a ticket to a ball on the fourth of the Abington Springs want to go very much do not know what to do with the Wednesday after which we went to town to die.
The morning has an appearance of rain to which some of my scholars abstain from coming. If my boy past as usual, after returning from school, I changed my dress and agreed to go with the braces, went with Miss M. to town and got home about dusk, washed and dressed for supper. At supper, threw myself on the bed and slept until time for prayers, retired soon after prayers, did not have rain.

Thursday June 25th

Appearance of rain this morning, there is a steady drizzling; the weather is delightful in the mid-afternoon. Miss Jane was so much in the habit of school and used to spend my last hour, school as usual, most of my scholars present, had my past much as every day, nothing of note occurring. I threw off my place and in the afternoon hope it will be pleasant to-morrow evening so I can go to town to see Miss. Sawyer, often returning from school, served until supper, often supper served until time for prayers, retired soon after prayers.

Friday June 26th

This morning found the cloudy with appearance of rain went to breakfast found Miss. Miller at the table. The breakfast fixed. For school, an hour at the usual time, I continued crowded until after school dismissed as school at noon when it cleared off and I hope I can go to town along with accompanying me. I have just finished a letter to my dear brother and another, my dear dear as not all in, the day is passing as usual. Many and self went to town after I took you. Most there, then ice cream first and Annie coming to meet us got to town in success to office a letter to dear brother to send to Mr. Thrush in the evening retired. Miss. Miller came in to school this afternoon.

Saturday June 27th

Note and found a play of morning. Dressed for bed, after finishing up on the ropes and writing some correspondence. Shopping and then home and to sew some small stuff.
Sundays June 30th. My pleasant walk one morning of the week past me dressed for church. Mrs. Berry came and walked to Gibbs (she wrote us a letter to Dr. Gibbs) and then we went to hear Dr. Gray. He disappointed us and did not come of ten singing. Sometimes we had a longer meeting. After the services a few, some immediately rode in the buggy and I was the second time I had rode any way but on horseback since I came here. I spent the evening in reading and taking a long walk outside. It is a rainy evening. The heat of my depression reappeared.

Monday July 1.

Took the morning and rode for breakfast nothing is little today at the Ashley Springs on the Fourth. Started for Short about the same time and most of my people a day past much averse to return a visit dined and felt tried to ride not as comfortable returning.

Tuesday July 2.

Immediate to breakfast I sat down and wrote not the beginning. Roger by the Ashley six o'clock, and to the Springs. There I am eating the whole mind about the usual time, most of my children in very want then. I tell you the rest of the week till to day and those on their toasts, but I must as usual, take a short and pleasant hour on my horse before I address you.
Wednesday July 3rd

I arose early this morning and dressed for breakfast. Mother wants to go to the Springs today, so he will take the side and myself if we will go. But the doctor is not to go. He was very well pleased with the things there yesterday. He said General is not well. He has been trying to get a certain gentleman to take the Yankees but he does not succeed very well. Down to breakfast I dressed and mounted the clever pony and started for town to spend the day with sister. We did not close the school. I rode as I have by one day. She was just at night and will not come on as in the next week of the school. So we stayed after Miss Jones a few moments, than to the room and got ready to return to the store and did a little shopping and then started home at my late and walked to walk with fast but we got through safely but it was quite late to retire quite early.

Thursday July 4th

He is the Fourth of July again. One year ago about this day I was alone once here. But today, after going to spend the day at my present home, since Christmas sister has called on us to look up by surprise and go to Canton to visit with the old folks. Off of the work and pieces I wrote and one of the servants washed it. Then the stove was put and the house was cleaned. I and she did as I gave it. It looked almost like new. We made an effort but did not get it furnished as I did done figuring in. We both went to the Springs and bathed again. After we came and ate a while. In the afternoon we enjoyed the day very much. At some more than we wished to the Springs because it was late before we returned.

Friday July 5th

Mother concluded not to go to Canton until tomorrow and shall say early and as have another day to top in. We since visited to join this morning and stayed at home and assisted mother with his account. Then to say that a man died yesterday at the Springs. He was at the futilities to the Bridge and died almost instantly there was a great many there nearly a thousand. Then my
the dinner was at my house or some and others as it was very nice and I do not know which. I was going to take a walk and got very warm and then went out on the road and all around us hope we will meet one day. The morning was very fine and so I have finished this account for the 1st of July. We all wore our gowns and some were dressed in their Sunday best. We all went and then to start very early in the morning.

Saturday July 6th

We were at home a little of the three. A got up and went to dress. The dressed as fast as we could and soon were ready for breakfast after eating a little. We were very ready to start. It was about five when we started. Mr. H. Harvey brought a horse and two horses, we each had our fire ride got to Canton about half past ten. We dressed as soon as we could and then went for church. The family was very fine when we got there. We waited a good while they kept us waiting for an excellent sermon by Dr. Johnson. We went to church and had a very heavy shower and the light was very heavy as usual and the thunder was heard off the carriage was tied for us and we got home nicely. I spent the remainder of the day at home, it was so unpleasant we could not go out. We went on and back on meeting and had a little singing in the evening. There were two of us.

Sunday July 7th

A beautiful pleasant morning. After breakfast we put on our things and went to the School. School it commence at eight. Had a very pleasant time. We were there till noon, but did not think it would last long. The fore school closed we came back and dressed for church, went out with the bell. I had a very pleasant sermon from Rev. Mr. Richard. The church was crowded and I was in the back. They had a very pleasant sermon and then went to church. The church was crowded and Rev. Mr. Martin preached. The sermon to the people went very well. The preacher was so good and we could not get up to the last. We got to the church in the afternoon. We heard to the blacks and then I went home. The blacks and I went home. It was a very pleasant day. I was very glad to go to meet them.
off came out of door at evening a gentleman a steward to
and spoke with us to and then bid me a lot I was at
Master he wanted all on sister home from school but did not
call as I was late he return late.
Monday July 8th
We expected to have returned yesterday of the noon but
We were not staying as she had such a good time of teat and we ordered to
go to the and we went out into the street and walked to
get to the store just as it commence raining and it
continued raining for a long time and kept us that we
had not have cared for it when we until we had got to
the store where I Mr. is. The buggy was set for us and
we went there. Dave came, a short time and then to the
things bought some draper's bages and then to Mr.
Mr. Master is between before dinner the food came
and dined with us. Between two then
we started for home. When we got to Sharon we stopped
before the furnace which ran there was introduced
We drove the rest of the company tried to laugh
at one but did not proceed very well. Had a fine ride
home again it was much Miss Jane came up to her
school again. We got some about eight o'clock
retire room of the supper.

Tuesday July 9th
We arose and dressed for breakfast soon after breakfast
was finished with Mr. Mr. A town and I soon
started for my school found only a few of my scholars
present about past as usual two of my scholars Mary &
Jane Campbell left school to day until it is continued
hope they will come there. Had the fields hand over to the
at noon I raise down and took a nap and I get better
in the afternoon did not feel like stepping up in school
but made up to stay until my usual time of two clock
did not do much fed issues with retired room at
5:00

Wednesday July 10th
Another pleasant day to school. Have not found all of my schoolers yet. Day past much as every day nothing of any note occurring. After school set and expressed with the Master. Retired shortly after prayers.

On Thursday July 11th.

To school again. My schoolers have not all come in since I have them. Half day days best as usual. At the school got down and made a new pair of shoes for my people. Messed about and talked with the family. Retired soon after prayers.

Friday July 12th.

Miss Jones dressed for breakfast after breakfast fired for school. Schoolers not all in. Nothing of any importance occurring. Day best as usual. At the school but my shoes in the shop. Miss Jones and I came to school until supper after which I spent my time with the family until bedtime. Miss Jones was my bed fellow.

Saturday July 13th.

Emily and morning, we looked for Mr. Todd this morning. But nothing in vain. Mr. Robert she told me he was going to town. He has left. Today it is very warm. We did not have much to do. I was not able to work much. So I came back from town. We stayed about and dinner with us and spent the remainder of the day after dinner. Miss Jones and myself took our pillows and laid down upon the lounge. While I read the aristocratical stories coming and she sewed to the melodram and Miss Jones worked the Persian. March is a beautiful piece for their benefit as they rode by it they had passé. I returned to the lounge again and laid some little time and then got up just as the night. I saw the trees and the coming. They were coming down the hill and then we knew that there was some had been fishing for me. Coming shortly they arrived. For the Master, Mr. Todd and Mr. William the Lieutenant the two gentlemen were to. I dressed immediately and soon was ready to go out and see them. Miss June and myself went over.
in the morning when the Todd came out and offered us a while he proposed going fishing which we both gave our consent and down the river we went and then Mr. Warren and Mr. Thompson and I went fishing. I caught the first fish but Mr. Meek got in the water again and he was so good as to help me get for the fish. In this way, I caught one and as the boys were off we came by an unexpected train. We were hunted into the sawmill where we were all sure to stay until nearly dark when they sent a carriage for us and we got home safely and had a good deal of fun on our way fishing. We went back to the sawmill the day with us and Mrs. Warren sent an invitation to the next Sunday. So I went on Sunday July 14.

As usual, I went to Church at Elberta today and the preacher was Dr. Eustis. He was very good and the sermon was a very good one. I think Mr. Warren was already a great deal in charge. Mr. Warren is an excellent person of the church.
Monday July 14th

Mrs. and Mr. West came and found us, and they brought some breakfast. I had some at home and did not like it. I had some at the West's and it was not good. I had some at the school and it was not good either.

Thursday July 16th

A few days after, Mrs. West sent to school and brought some for me, as I was going to school. Some of my sisters were also at school, and I was glad to see them.

Wednesday July 17th

I went to school and found a little girl who was not there before. She was very nice, and I was glad to see her.
down to writing room. Miss Jane came to spend the
night with us, just as dusk. Miss Green had a very heavy
show of snow and was very much frightened but not much
rain, often the sufferer had a little snow and Miss White
gave me an account of her day's performances which was
very amusing and the idea is not a little ridiculous
of the Frogs.

Thursday July 16th

Rose early this morning and found a very pleasant
readiness for breakfast at 9. O'clock. I was ready for
breakfast at 8.30. The day was rather hot for 6.
Canto and Miss Jane for school. I made ready for
dinner and found most of my scholars present day. I went as
commenced a little by Pease Bzartrier of the school followed
my little by Miss Jane.}

A pleasant day. went out in the morning among the
morning which is used at noon. The weather came
and spent the afternoon. But any thing of importance
took place in the school. Miss Green took
home when we got out of the morning,
the school was our place and we had a very pleasant
some distance. We got there we found Mr. Williams of Robert who
the horse came from Canto that it was expected for a
walk to town to the fire and spent Saturday with
then Louis went with me and started a little before
five o'clock for more than half way to town when
were on the horse company with Miss Williams. She
phrases and walked back to town. I made a short call
with her. We went to the fire and spent Saturday with
then Louis went with me and started a little before
five o'clock for more than half way to town when
were on the horse company with Miss Williams. She
phrases and walked back to town.
Saturday, July 26th.

Miss Quine early dressed for breakfast of tea, eating breakfast late and left to the store and made some purchases than back to M.D. at five o'clock company after we got back we dressed both our worth and went out and sat with them till 12 o'clock dinner was served until nearly five and then sent out just some cordials and laid on and went to read and made Louise go and a cloth the wood back to the house and the back home of cut the cooking and eating. A few lights were much like standing in quite amused the girls, remain soon after prices.

Sunday, July 27th.

A very pleasant day at breakfast morning arose rather late after breakfast dressed for church. Miss Berry came in and sat until time to go to school. She had a very pleasant school. The M.D. was a spectable minister. Miss Adams addressed the school after dinner then read three lessons. It seemed more like home that one had done after a short excursion. The Adams gave us a very good discourse from the words, "He must come again." After church, I returned with the family home. Found Miss Jane and the brother William there. Then had dinner after dinner and then with the family to hear some and read some about these girls. Miss Jane to brother left. For there besides Miss Berry to the office room past 8 o'clock they are going to to the Baker's. Read until nearly dark, had then gone to work. Miller is singing. Mr. Miller came back and made a short call and then started to go to the Middle Brook. Arrive soon after prayers.

Thursday, July 28th.

A pleasant morning, and quite, good weather. Breakfast early after that was no made ready for a child the school found only a few very present from today. My school is quite small now. Hope it will increase when the weather gets cooler in the fall. We had a big bag of threads. I saw it was dry and my time past in school much as doing the classical school. A little after we used to after being into a school of lots of natural light. I can see a lot of sleeping in school of. Do not read books if I see less enthusiasm.
Tuesday July 2 1845

Another pleasant morning. I arose very quietly and the time soon came when I have to put on my coat and go to school. Day past as usual. My friends are not all in. After returning from school. Received a note from Miss Ely, was very glad to get it. Mean until this latter time. Mr. Coe came last evening and we still have the books much the same as when he before. It was quite calm.

Wednesday July 3 1845

The morning is quite pleasant. Mr. and Mrs. McCarthy are going to make a call to day. I wrote a letter to a friend who was going. Since the last school day or two school has been Monday and Wednesday and the house was filled with boys. We could not get in to get the umbrella and were obliged to come home in the wet but we did not get on well. The house did not come until about dark. I brought some note paper with me and wrote a note to one of the girls who have a box. I have company at eleven. Concluded not to paint Monday night and go early Tuesday. Promised for the evening in Cathy.

Thursday July 4 1845

It pleased me with a prospect of a pleasant day. I reached my school and school first as usual. It was a pleasant day as not as warm as one of the other days. Chose a seat about the usual time came home and had dinner, read. Made notebook and read until nearly dark. Often before and until I finished my book. We are having some of the most delightful evenings that I saw for them as if people rarely stay within doors.

Friday July 5 1845

Another pleasant morning. Rose quite early dressed for breakfast.Breakfast was made ready for school. Started about the usual time school. Some of my friends to day were just as usual. Not any thing of importance at evening. Have not any visitors in this afternoon. Told school about the usual time return home as we were going home. We say a large snake of different kinds. But we got one. I visited Miss Ely, who is going to spend the morrow of Mr. Smith. Some of the boys. They were all quite busy with young ones.
Saturday July 27th

A very pleasant morning, rose early and dressed for a trip to town after breakfast I started out with Henry to walk to town could not have rode if there were but I preferred walking as it was so very pleasant and had a fine time going yet to Mr. Garravan's right early found a good deal of company at his place and family and a young fist man often the time in telling and reading a letter from Sister Dave in the time to prepare for church we dressed and started with the rest of the family there was not many out Mr. Good preached an excellent discourse he was quite lengthy after church we returned home. Most of the we arrived to it the last bit was heavy shown of rain. The—family stopped at Mr. Hook and waited until the shower was over after the rain commenced and reading towards evening we had another shower and it continued to rain through the evening and we are fearful that we are going to have a rainy day tomorrow. Mr. Berry is sick but is getting better besides had the fever retire soon after prayers.

Sunday July 28th.

Drove this morning and found it very pleasant for which we were very glad we soon had breakfast of breakfast and commenced dressing for church and was soon ready for a trip to School. School. When Mr. Garravan went we went and road to the— to come down and carry us up it was rather wet walking we had a very pleasant and school church commenced a few after that school closed. Mr. Good gave us another interesting discourse after which the sacrament was administered to the house was excuced. The drove home immediately from church once for a wonder I drove a horse clear home and did not left nor we ride can a horse clear home with one after dinner we spent the evening in reading and singing. Mr. Good went to the church the outward returned soon after prayers. Tuesday July 29th.

Took a pleasant and smooth as the present. The morning after breakfast I ropped to school found out very few others as my school has yet reduced to a very small size.
day past as every day generally does not and I wish
a clearing in school. Mr. Re and to Mrs. She pulled
off the Road 3 they came room of the P to get home from
school passed a very pleasant evening in conversation
between in my good nise.

Thursday July 30th

How pleasant a memory to school of the of my companions
in today a day past as usual, we take a very large and
when we went to school Monday by Mr. Re carries the
Re to the Arkansas Valley to see the town also.
We went to town this a la and came home with
the she — when he came from the store. Mr. Re brought
me a note from my dad to get to get Mr. Mc-Pherson
a wattle the on Wednesday; Tuesday I wrote a letter to the flame
from school.

Wednesday July 31st

Again we have the prospect of a pleasant day to school
and places about it in day past annum. It's very warm
then I got home from the valley Mitchell once we had
then I stopped and was home ready to make my appearance
and here a very pleasant and pretty lady taylor all the
very delicate they started for home soon after I saw
them as they wanted to get home before dark after the
left between a little until dark, I played a little on my
Melodeon at dark of the tea I threw my self on the bed
little time in the prayers afterwards.

Another pleasant day to school they past as usual there was
in the village commenced a store me on Tuesday I expected I
would close some shops try it but I could not help on the
store. Mr. Whitner is the teacher of this school. It has been noticed
on the went out and went in the stores with the family and
left the evening I started out in the store. Mr. The family
one of them would be glad to take me to the store. I wrote with
the late and smoking but the day is extremely hot to school as
I used to stay is pleased must to write and came to school this
morning Fred the rice men got a boy thinking for his men
in Foster's account, do not need with the on his carriage to
his request to give in tomorrow when Dempsey to go to be allowed
paccyc, by July 31st.
when we get back we decided the Buck carriage with the young ladies returning from the Spring where they had been to attend the school before saw Miss Kate the Wilters for the first time she is not so handsome as they were for a few minutes and then to their place and then we started again to get there in plenty good reason they were not eating so we spent the evening in reading and clothing.

Friday August 23rd

After breakfast we went to the store and had a little clothing there as we knew that Mr. Burn has a little daughter we came pretty near thing at the party Mr. Surriences goes all there to day we soon was ready to go out to make we start see and talk there. I only had a fine walk yet there before it got very hot by noon do we got there, spent the remainder of the day in sewing.

Saturday August 24th

Another pleasant morning with very warm sun, after breakfast at we dressed and started for the field to spend the day our company consisted of Mrs. Tuners, Miss Jane of any her sisters and myself we passed a very good day we skated for home about 1:30 got a ride home. we spent the evening in conversation.

Sunday August 25th

Another pleasant Sabbath morning after the breakfast pleasant to school but as Mr. Tuner had not returned and we returned to Mr. Surriences farm to write from there Elizabeth was very glad to get to start the remainder of the day in reading and writing and conversation. Sam Bates came home from church with us but that done we got done.
Monday, August 26th

After breakfast, my mother and my small sisters, Miss Berry, and I, a little white in the afternoons, the ladies break, to go out for a visit in the country and early Eugene Cathro and a servant came with horses for us to go and to breakfast. He came in to go with us and Anne. But he had not long to see them; we had quite a little with us and we had a very pleasant ride. We got there about two o'clock and we got there had some dinner as we could eat very fine one to the day, just quick away and about five o'clock, we started for town. Eugene and myself, Jocorar; a little we had a fine ride and got home late. Mary but went out home as it rained. Cousin Henry tokey. I am a little with as he thinks of going. He deke on the morrow, he left to go on after breakfast, we were in town soon after prayers.

Wednesday, August 28th

The warm, quiet night, a good season, and after breakfast, we sat down to sewing and had not been doing long when Mr. McBar, the servant came in with an invitation to take a day's ride. The day with him we accepted the invitation and was soon ready to go. It was only a little way, we were soon that had ridden first to the time, towards evening, clouds came up and we were obliged to stay all night at the house was gone away. Miss McBar was very glad to have company. Sam, to go and took the trip with us to the house as if he had not been there.
Thursday, August 30th

The morning started early, and the light was too bright to stay in bed. We had decided to do what we thought we should get done so we could not come by some of the local attractions before breakfast. We were off to be with our family, and we took our sewing and sat down in the parlor, and we got our work done. We invited some of the guests to the picnic to be the next day. We finished our dresses by setting up until later in the week.

Saturday, August 7th

When we awoke this morning, we heard raindrops, and it was raining slowly at sunrise. By showers until noon, it did not cease from noon to the piquing but in the afternoon we were not so wet as those in the other part of the country. The weather was lovely, and we had a very good time. We cleared quite pleasantly about the evening in conversation sittin in after dinner.

Saturday, August 7th

The evening is very dark, and after breakfast, and having a little one went up to the store and did a little shopping. We returned and immed our dress which beading worked yesterday after being a little too complex for the lady and tricked. For a brief to the terms, we went immediately after dinner, as if we had been there a little time, who should come in at this hour. The young lady had her son and their children and visitors as they were quite disorderly, they always had a little fire. The young lady had been left to the constant to meeting. She soon got home and were some ready to go to church. The world went to church with us only a few people, and everyone was there as the church had to say.
Sunday Sept 14th

A very pleasant morning much cooler than I have been born after breakfast we dismissed for Church we had a very pleasant Sabbath School did not hear any preaching as the minister that was to preach was at the Presbytery home with the fell family and after dinner we came until about four then we went to the school house and played until 8 o'clock and spent the evening in toilet and reading reticence of the prayers

Monday Sept 15th

Our vacation is over and we have to go in to school again I can hardly realize that we have had so long a vacation the morning pleased as in the other weeks dismissed for school we were soon at the school house and the teachers wished to have more days as school days usually do after school I remained after classes and that in my method until dinner of the 12th of September

Tuesday Sept 16th

Another pleasant day of the school only had the teachers day half as usual of the school dismissed and played so any precocity and then returned soon after prayers Wednesday Sept 17th

The morning pleased us to go to school and in the day just as usual it is getting quite warm again when I returned from school found a note for me from pastor Brice until about school dismissed Bessie Longest left the church and the time until prayers Robert Campbell is to be married to Miss

Thursday of Sept 18th

Still a pleasant day school house had only few scholars they are all in day just as usual we went to town and Henry Bros is better Miss lens and the rest of the class as usual The school house was closed and everyone retired about after dinner in preparation for prayers return between nine and ten
Saturday, August 3rd

I was this morning under orders for breakfast which was at ten o'clock a little more than I made ready to go to town to attend preaching at Mr. S. I went in the carriage with Mr. S. and Mrs. S. and Mrs. F. and was back we went to the Pulmonary found all well and Dale looking for one of them, May and I. Campbell there to visit and went there to see them as I thought them not very agreeable. We went to church Rev. Mr. First preached had only one sermon in the day time. In the afternoon evening meeting, it was thinly attended as the afternoon service. Sister J. Mary S. and Annie P. were at the meeting and called upon Mrs. C. to have, and she stopped only that time and then with Mrs. C. went to get up. So having visited them, we went in town, where we had a very pleasant time withsteady we sat quiet along time and then returned to the Pulmonary house. Mrs. S. gave me the book containing stories about the ministry. We then started for home immediately and sister J. and I went, and Jane Campbell went to make some more. I did not go as I was not very agreeable with them and sister J. was out. Mrs. C. went round saying she was worse and was too far to be to go and stay all night with her. I was very sorry as we had reservations upon going to church together the next evening but Miss H. went and I went to church with the rest of the society. Cousin Terry and cousin C. coming back had quite a good meeting of the class. Miss H. and Cousin Terry shortened quite early.
Another pleasant day since it is excessively warm to school and my scholars about other things. Much is every day does some after school care. I am very much about going to the dining with a certain gentleman. I want to go badly.

Wednesday, August 17th

Again to school and all hours we in day past and than that keeps very warm seems as if it would not stop. In the next room it is hot, but just as a note this week since I cannot not I and it's to say. The men went to town to day. Winded and a certain gentleman wishes to both young ladies.
The Spring of 1874 and I then asked my friend to go with him to see him yes although I had an entire stranger to him yet I have seen him often and have formed a very high opinion of him. I consented to go of the other ladies that were named besides the other ladies are sisters. Mrs. Louise is their sister and as I am very close acquainted with her than I am with Louise and I knew that she was fallen in love with Ri and I knew that I didn't think of strangers after leaving and to think about it awhile until the morning of the evening before to go on after prayers.

Thursday, August 31st

Another pleasant morning dresses for breakfast after breakfast the wife wanted I should write a note to (blank) and see what they were about going and as I didn't have an opportunity to send it directly since it was sent me one back as soon as the lady of the evening did Louise they were willing to go but I did not believe that the gentleman was in earnest I went to school at 8 o'clock as usual and spent the afternoon with (blank) and (blank) in the evening instead of doing as if you did not wait until Friday evening before the dinner, to go in quite a good reason.

Friday, August 2nd

Another pleasant morning to dress for breakfast as and I shall go to school as usual and spend the afternoon with me and (blank) the next one after school went home and after waiting a little Louise and myself started out to meet (blank) and (blank) on our way home very slowly and returned at home and then went on and went to (blank) and (blank) is a little way this side of town.
Saturday August 10th

We were quite early made ready for breakfast at all ten o'clock, so we began to have a little preparation to our intended trip which we had decided to have come off on the next Tuesday, nothing unimportant being and we had come to the conclusion that the gentleman was right in earnest after the long and odd jobs we dressed and went to the barn and there to the horses and went to the barn and there to the horses and we got there before 6 o'clock and after dinner we got home and the rest of the day we spent in the evening in

bed. We had retired early after the horses.

Sunday August 11th

We arose and made ready for breakfast at the breakfast time, dressed ourselves and as we had concluded to start from town to the things we took at and try to ensure that we went in the barn along with us in the buggy as we did not have any of the opportunity to get it. There we looked for the school which had been closed and as we knew the ladies we did not have any trouble. The guest that was to take us to the thing was left at a school and as soon as I left I did not return hence that night to the oyster dinner there. We returned to town for a little dinner and we had a little day that the remaining time in coming in the vicinity to the monument in the houses.

Monday August 12th

I arose and found a place and after the bath we dressed and went to the store and did a little shopping, once there went and called on Miss Louise to let her know this day had been changed on account of Jessie's illness more to our astonishment that we were not going after thinking a while they gave us some money that
not going as the thought of going by myself, I was not sure I should be asked to take a seat, and so I did not tell. The thought of it was impracticable. By 3 o'clock it was as much to go as to stay, so we concluded to go. But as we stayed a few minutes longer, than I felt extremely angry with what we had heard. We returned to the Parliaments and almost immediately asked for my name. It was nearly eleven o'clock, and very hot, but we thought not to be at home as the gentleman who was to call at ten o'clock was on us and that we wanted to go. We were asked if we had been in the room. The room was very slow and it was not worth the trouble, but we were asked and then changed our clothes. We felt quite corrected to the Misses and it astonished them all. We much of the dinner we were delay in the big room of the house of the Misses and the Misses and it astonished them all to have us come to dinner. After dinner we went into the room and began to dress up. We did not want to go out while the Misses were there for they in the room. We were not ready to go out the Dr. Steward to our joy than went out and had left and told the only a few minutes after that she should have a room that was a room and in Dr. Steward. They came in as a surprise and were introduced. We found them very pleasant gentlemen. They gave us an invitation to go with them to the Springs which we accepted, stay there until nearly midnight and then left. We sat down and talked and then...
Wednesday, August 18, 1917

Another very pleasant and sunny day spent the day at the beach playing and fishing and now it is time to leave again. I trust that you enjoy your time at the beach and have a good vacation. I hope to see you next year on the contrary side of the ocean.

July 20, 1917

We had a very pleasant time there and I am glad we went there with my sister and we enjoyed some tennis and swimming. The clothes we had for the trip were gone and we were joined by the hotel and I was not able to ride home. We had a very relaxing time this evening containing the party of Mrs. Bill to Southport and she observed the trip going with us tomorrow. Next day, Wednesday, August 19, 1917.

Thursday, August 19, 1917

A very bright and early this morning and coming. We are very interested in the trip to Austin and the beginning. The dressy guests came a little after seven and we were ready at eight. We took the last two oldest sons of Mrs. Mary and Laura. Our little sister Kathleen and Lillian, mine and we had a very fine ride and arrived at the hotel. Things about this hotel are very agreeable for
Thursday, August 16th.

Mrs. and the Lord have been invited to join us and who had started before us but we overtook them at the end of the day very pleasantly and in the afternoon. It was pleasant to be in the room and to see the cane chairs at home and we suppose the evening. Friday, August 17th.

We went early and made our way east than sat down on the grass and were seated for a little time, our guest made them appear on the and insisted us to go down to the river and get a drink of water so we did. It rained a little to and from the river to the breakfast table. We had a good breakfast and we enjoyed it much, we stayed a little about the room and then left. We had a little ride back to home about twelve and had a ride on the car soon after we got home and we enjoyed it much. The gentleman soon left and we spent the remainder of the day in doing a little work. Saturday, August 17th.

With pleasant weather the morning was very warm in the evening it was nice to town Mrs. and I called a little before we got to town. Then we went into the river and the more of Green to both ways and we met Dr. Alice this out of town a little while and he made us take his umbrella that he had and drove out to see us again to spend the evening in calling.

Sunday, August 18th.

Another pleasant morning, dressed and went to school. The school we being a little while one of the teacher went and got some things to have gone to stay. The beginning of the week was very pleasant and day and before dinner.
Monday August 19th, 1867

We arrived once more at breakfast

set out for a pleasant day. The sun was shining bright and we took a walk to the river. The day was warm and pleasant. We returned home late in the evening, quite tired. We arrived at home safely and saw some snakes and mice. My father and I felt quite at ease and we were satisfied. We spent the evening in conversation with the family, followed by a meal.

Tuesday August 20th

The morning was very warm and there was a lot of dust. We went for a pleasant day. We wrote letters in the morning and then we went for a walk. We sat by the river and had a pleasant time. We had a good time and enjoyed ourselves. We went for a walk and returned home in the evening.

Wednesday August 21st

The morning was hot as yesterday after breakfast we dressed for a visit to the Emily and went to the beach. We went to the beach for the day and had a pleasant time. We swam and enjoyed ourselves. We went for a walk and returned home in the evening.

Thursday August 22nd

We arose this morning in quite good weather after breakfast and set out to finish our letters. We left as soon as possible to return home but we got home by midday.
Wednesday Sept 6th

Another pleasant and morning. A decided coolness had come over the weather which promised a fine day as usual. Many hours ago I left the house and was in town early to continue to go to the Farmer's Market before the quiet a short time before got out.

The commencement of thundering but I closed the stable early and hastened home while we dressed at fast as we could and were soon ready for a start. The storm threatened and the thunder roared but we started and we did not walk slow. It sprinkled a little from time to time but yet it did not cease and we went on.

I was there my first and had got nearly to town when it began again that we had got into the house before it came very hard, but we had not been there long before it did come down and the thunder was very heavy and lightning very evident. Found all well at the house and the rich one at the other house must the same.

We spent the evening in the sitting and reading.

Thursday Sept 9th

 arose this morning and found a pleasant morning, for going to the quilting. So on a light breakfast we walked in our dresses for the most part and then we dressed to put on a good suit and did a little stitching and there was an Indian dress which I have promised to me of the Indian does not redeem it as it is fastiged. I know I could not get it from the store we went immediately to the farmers and found all ready for us as we were soon quilting and each, girls quilting to herself. So as it was.

It was at home the most of the day to be constantly helping us if we needed his assistance and also watermelons in the P.M. fix some quilts one at
had an excellent supper. The guest is for Mr. Turner. Mrs. Turner don't want to be so near home, and much it is very
and found that the last ones were not so well
hand; three we returned home at ten, and
then which we dine until nearly twelve and
themselves not to come. They made us go
to bed at a sleep, the rest of the night. I was
not up until it rained so very hard the
fore part of the night, and then we rose before
it with the pleasant warm sun Sept 8th.

The morning start on so slowly and
peaceful. It being a rainy day we put on after
breakfast we dressed and started next to the
school. School not many present and it was
we some rainy and cloudy, the trustee the trustee
came in and by this time the principal
was nearly clear of the rain and white rain. We
spend the afternoon in reading and writing
teaching, and looking my short notes as I had
then written of my best this night before retiring
soon after seven. Monday Sept 9th.

In this pleasant morning to breakfast
of tea and toast, and ready in a short
school just put any new approaches to day I do
hope I will keep some more short essays
passing is read. Sister just got a letter.
visited Sunday and was invited to
together before. Went for home, felt very tired
after school today only not do much work
began to fix my bingham dress a little, retired
soon after prayers.
The morning pleasant & will expect good for a pleasant day. Soon after breakfast, started for Mr. Smith's, my mother in new ones come the day past as usual in a coach closed at half past four went home immediately and found company. Mrs. McDowell her son William and daughter Fanny. Mrs. McDowell is very sick having been sick quite a long time. But she now thinks that she is gaining like the ride with us her people. I fixed my hair & washed and then went out and that with the family. Miss Jane came just at dusk. Miss Fannie & her brother are on their way to the Springs to be at the bath on Thursday night. Went the evening in staying on the Panther, good png and talking. Retired between eleven & eleven. 

Wednesday, Sept. 14.

A pleasant morning, rose up and dressed for breakfast & posted a short note to sister to send by Miss Fannie. After breakfast, made ready for school. Miss Jane started for Green School and Miss Fannie, brother started for the things about the house. Some that I did for my school work that was in my room and washed, ironed Fanny's dress and got after the things to do & put out and sat down and the family went to bed late after coffee and set them to bed after the prayers.

Thursday, Sept. 15.

The morning pleasant & nice, about 9 or 10, after breakfast was soon ready for the school and any new school days may part be used and some commenced a letter to Mary. Some
of the school returned home early and continued
my hair and not being work and it with the
family read a newspaper that came under
Miss Anne came from her school to see her mother
and soon after she came her brother Peter came
to spend the night spent the evening in reading
and while my thoughts were far from away she fell
and slept at once. Sweet dreams, of her prayers were
sung for some time it does between love and devotion.

Friday Sept 13th

A pleasant morning arose rather late was ready
for breakfast, soon after breakfast I washed clothes
for school, no new clothes day passing as usual.
My expect to see sister to night went to my small
lake to measure. While I spent the afternoon with
went home found Miss Emma had got to the
from the Springs spent the evening in hearing
the other entertainers retired on after prayers

Saturday Sept 14th

Arose this morning and found a fine day and
looking as if it might be a fine pleasant day
as the Misses and Jane is prepared speed for a
start to the Springs they started about half
past eight and then they got most the Sabina
of commencement raining and to they turned
back and did not go to the Springs but went
to the To the Miss Emma went with them as
are we alone again 4 to the my gingham dress
and Gipsy is and at ten dinner I worked a lot
on a foot an a half for Mary and then made
ready to go to town. I was too ready for school
I rode Romsey with Berry behind me and proudly
we got to town so home on foot it was
I was ready to ride down there and the horse
came back went to the store and did a little
shopping and the States Louis and Maud
Saw Mr. A. West had a good laugh with the coming home a certain gentleman was here
left just before meeting closed we returned
home and after prayers about some time moved
saw a retired battle later,

Sund. Sept 15th

Saw this morning and found a cheerful.
So had morning done after breakfast we made
ready for school, school went well a very pleasant
school during an idle after school. Closed meeting
commenced shortly. Mr. Hayman Adair gave us
a good sermon and I suppose it is the best to us
as he gave notice of the teaching before the last
appointment. Comes warm did not have but one
sermon had a very great congregation. Praise
with the morning immediately after preaching
spent most of the evening in embalming and reading
after reading sat by just at dark, retired soon
after prayers, Monday Sept 16th

This morning was found foggy and
cloudy after breakfast, dies soon ready for a
school, school found no near neighbors then
Drew was not in owing to sickness in their family
It cleared off pleasant before noon the day
quite warm, nothing went not anything occurred.

In I shook returned after school found Mrs.
Me at home I laid down after 7 got done
as I had the head ache all day was perfect I
was going to have the quartz read a little but did
not do it quite as bad as some times, just
at dusk stayed on my bed and then Mr. Me came from the route
be brought me a note from Sister Mary Gladis
Tuesday Sept 19th

Another pleasant morning, it was six o'clock before I rose dressed as soon as I could and then sat down and wrote a note to Sarah to send by Samuel, as he was going to the post office to office a letter. Started for school soon after breakfast found no new scholars. Day passing as usual. Returned home from school rather late in the evening. Stayed and played on the piano. That evening the girls were having a race with the girls in knitting. Of course I beat them in knitting. Wednesday Sept 20th

The morning was about six o'clock and was ready for breakfast when the following started for school to an after breakfast from no one scholars the others off in day just as usual. After school returned home and was in hopes of finding a letter or two but got disappointed. Found none. After having washed and combed my hair. Ate some bread and stewed potatoes, and white bread. Stayed a little longer in for me than usual and sat and talked a little as usual. The weather was cold and rainy. Did not spend the evening in knitting but rather a little after ten.

Thursday Sept 21st

The morning cloudy with appearance of rain. Thought last night in the bright colors the skies was made ready for rain. As it had not rained for some time, as usual the skies were quite white and the clouds and was quite warm.
I almost wish we tonight was Tuesday night as it is pleasant and I am fearful it may be unpleasant to-morrow evening as lady dear cannot come out after school was over or come to my house and then I engaged on my embroidery till the lady came she had been to Mr. Wilson's she gave me an apple. Mr. Hamilton & Mr. Wallace came this evening after dinner I took my book and sat down to read and many good a note and little bundle from sister was very glad to get more hope to see her to-morrow evening I knit a few minutes since then mother wanted me to sing so went and spent the rest of the evening in singing a trea cool of the prayers Friday Sept. 20th.

The morning pleasant to my great joy and am hoping it will be pleasant this evening so sister can come out, up and dress for breakfast often I was dressed I sat down and commenced a stitch which the design is very pretty. I think I want to finish it soon and return the pattern as it belongs to Mr. Wilson—started for school soon after eating the breakfast with my letters presented by pressing as usual, closed report about half past four went home and washed and arranged my hair and changed my dress and then with Mary to accompany me start out to meet sister which we spent our all the afternoon and could see most to Mr. Stobbs and we talked about coming with a pause in Trinity for the grand last with the two little boys we just thought five o'clock home down field and do we are there on times to the barn by the road side they soon going but did not see us and went along talking they got home they saw us then they called us but did not answer them and they went on.
Another pleasant morning arose about six and dressing for breakfast the light did not seem right enough for us all the breakfast was fare we worth and then Mrs. She got ready to sit down we went out once sat with her room to show off but why to, I made quite a long call and before we left Old Ms. Greene came to see the long half eat a watermelon very nice one. Mary Purcellan c [illegible] at the gate a few moments but we could not get her to stop and spend the day we pass can the play very pleasantly best time of the week was [illegible] at the morning the evening I concede return about the 2nd of Sunday Sept 28th

The message being about at and about do you ready for bress breakfast and after eating found a good number present time was very pleasant, before Sabbath School commences as Purcellan gave us a letter that came in the mail for the morning was from the Men of at Sweet Home we have a perfect reading it all with at home, did not have any preaching as our minister came back a very good congregation came out to hear the teacher but he has not come from his journey yet as was known to return or home immediately neither the efforts to bring the evening in reading after BY again we saw to
Monday, Sept. 23rd

I woke the morning feeling quite unrested but got up and made out to get my shoes on. I felt it before I commenced to trying to throw up which I since a very little but it returned and went down. I did not feel if I could be well long enough to comb my hair but I felt as if I must go to school. So I made out to comb my hair by resting two or three times. But when I got rising for breakfast I did not go out and they came to tell me but I told them I did not want any thing to eat so long after breakfast. Mrs. McCamey and I went the matter was with me and to see if I would have anything to take the bread and milk which I had at east in the night but I left and I felt badly all night of the twelve o'clock. The year and some kind of a powder since then I made ready for short unit and formed the my school as no new ones. I felt my body all the morning and at noon came down on the back and lying in bed and in the afternoon felt better. Went home of Dr. Reback and Dr. McV. thought it had better lay down and rest that if I did not rest and was not wearing my coat I laid until dinner time and then arose and dressed and read in the paper. I also two from pints of must and drank a cup of coffee. It was the first that I had put into my mouth since supper in the evening before but I did not feel hungry of all and my mouth tasted bitterly. I put my shoes under me with the family the rest of the evening on a little retreat to the farm. My tomorrows still out of order. Tuesday, Sept. 24th

Wednesday morning was still much the same. Quite well all right. Fought a little the rest a great deal more.
Wednesday Sept 25th

In the morning breakfast was well dressed up. The breakfast was soon ready to start for school. All my scholars present got up now the time of the day to go to School. I do not know when I shall expect the coach to come out. In the evening, niece the morning of the battle at the battle of Jackson had taught me a place in town to每逢a Miss Thomas with whom passed to town to bring me a letter from sister. The day passed as usual to the time after school I washed and comb my hair, and changed my dress and then read a while when Miss. Dick came up to supper. He brought me a note from sister and a letter from my dear friend Mary & Mary was very glad to get. The remainder of the evening in reality retired room after praying wrote a note to sister. Before I went to bed.

Thursday Sept 26th

Another pleasant morning was up at my usual time for music finishe my note to sister was ready to go to breakfast after the bell rung after breakfast I gave my note to sister. To take with her to the mill. And send to town if he has a chance off to dehost. Dehost all in day that as usual returned home of the school and wash my clothes, and then went out and sat with the family and sewed on the quilt until dark, after supper sat and read until bedtime returned.
Friday Sept. 27th

I had an early morning meal and was soon ready for breakfast. After breakfast, my uncle took me to school with the other present except the parents and we met as usual in the morning. It was a long day to me as every Friday is when I am not expected to be back at home for dinner. We went home and father to go out and meet family members who were gone to the Campbell's. Before the afternoon, I rested a while and played in my Mahjong. I started out to meet a little friend with one uncle and did not go as usual before we met them with Uncle and Sister. Riding a horseback and tiger with Sister. I went to bathe the horse back, they rode past to the river, and then we rode the rest of the way home a little after dusk. After the evening in baking and playing on my bed, we retired to room after finishing back and went to bed, until after dinner and when we had a good deal of baking to do.

Saturday Sept. 28th

This and found a pleasant morning dressed for breakfast after breakfast. We went down and read a letter from Sister, Lottie and me. From Lottie and then we had a few odd jobs the girls took some bookmarks to work and Sister fixed my Omnibus ready to commence work upon Sister. After breakfast, Mary went over to the 2nd room as Sister wanted to draw. I had some home to Linda and Sister before she left we got home. The next evening we washed, fixed our heads before dinner, went to dinner of the same one sat down and commenced my Omnibus work.
Sunday Sept 30th

Another pleasant Sabbath without any preaching; we arose quite early and dressed and went to breakfast after breakfast we dressed for Sabbath School, and went quite early to your north school and brook and bathed the dress and then went to the church. Had quite a good number to go to church and a number of friends had a pleasant time school ended between seven o'clock and I returned home with the family after holding the good hour after dinner spent the afternoon in reading and coding of the dining room and I went to the church at one o'clock and the Reverend Mr. McMeel at the last of the church spent most of the evening in conversation with 20 or 25 pages.

Monday Sept 30th

A pleasant morning and was soon up and down for breakfast of all breakfast was soon ready for a start for school found me new scholars this year all are in, day passing as usual Saturday we from the office of a long winter in my school room it left it there between Friday and Sunday nothing new occurring only I heard that Johnson Slive is going to get married to "Lena". Jack has written to get in the fair if they have one given closed school at the usual time returned home
and worked on myottoman until dark and
then after dinner I stayed at home, retired soon
of the prayers. Oct 1st, Tuesday.
I rose this morning and found it pleasant
but is getting very dry and rain is very much
 murdering the grass. Breakfast was fixed ready for school. Found all my schoolboys present except Louise who is not well. So stayed at home
till past as usual. Closed school about the usual
time and returned home an worked on my
ottoman until dark, then read awhile and
then spent the rest of the evening in singing
with Mother - retired soon after prayers.

Wednesday Oct 2nd
Another pleasant morning at my usual time,
which is not very early. Made ready for breakfast,
after eating breakfast was soon off to school at eight.
School was present except Louise - my first as usual.
My called a little white at the room and
clashed my cellar. Commenced school, have got a
new large blackboard, if the school worked
on my ottoman went dark and then read
quite and because there is home time and conversation
with the family retires soon after prayer.

Thursday Oct. 3rd
The morning pleasant with no prospect of rain was
made ready for going out after breakfast made ready
and for school, all my school in but Tom Ganningsby
senting us unsatisfactory had one new schoolmaster this
week, left an closed school at the usual time.
return home and worked on my ottoman
until dark then contented my hair. Miss Jane and Dr.
Robert DeWinter came and drank the night spent
the evening in dining conversing and praying until
Miss Emma White's some news from Canton there are
several wedding coming off soon among them is
 stocked Marshall and Mrs. Simmons'. Sarah Dabbs and
McKee, and Paton Goodie and Mrs. Marshall. With it
was there could be to the wedding.
retired soon after praying.
Another pleasant morning I rose and dressed for breakfast after breakfast we sat and read awhile and then dressed we packed and went to school and had a short ride through Snowdon before we got to school and had a fine ride and got to town after dinner. Spent the evening in reading, laughing and conversing.

Saturday Oct 6th

This morning it looked more like rain than I was for long time ares about the usual time after breakfast finished and went up to the store with Miss Annie made a few purchases and then returned home and set down and cut and fitted a dress for Mary for her to wear on a particular occasion. Sister worked on shoe ottoman. Finished my sewing just before dinner and then went to church and had a good congregation out said Mass was there. Cousin Mary & Mr. Goffman were very gallant coming from church. Brother is the last time he told the gantlet me fancy folks as he is to be married Sept 23rd some day after the wedding we left and soon after we return from school I return school.

Oct 6th Sunday

Another pleasant morning arose and dressed for breakfast after breakfast we sat and read awhile and then dressed for church school went and had a short ride very few spectators. Milanter was present had not really had a long
...meeting at the school house after being back home immediately within a week about the afternoon by a Sunday in being ready and conversed with the ten. Oct 7th Monday another pleasant day a sun rose about my usual time dressed for school and breakfast at half a quarter and then off to school I came home at noon and found my sister and sister's husband at my usual time worked on my paper and to my usual day passed as usual at class and at my usual time walked on my ottoman of until death after another brother had the evening with the family in hunting coffee and jokes retired soon after at eleven in the evening. Tuesday the morning is not so pleasant as the mornings have been hope I will gain some room after the last part of my wood ready for the start by about short. Oct 8th Wednesday the wife is not present it is rather close by that I am at the request to go to the Robert and after that to spend the night and does not look to mind. The rain dries us at about the usual time and then comes home with Susan and home at half past five to have an hour the month it is a long with the evening passed very pleasantly Miss Jane played on the violin and accompanied with her voice and then Mr. Footed MacBeth and Robert Mrs. Whiten played on the flute. On pounded well and carried me back to my home in New England. Retires between nine. Oct 9th Wednesday at cock. When I wrote this morning instead of finding the saving as we all were in hopes to form a social meeting and only a few days of rain being felt during the evening and night the weather was very dark and cold is needed very often. There is a little heard weddings coming off soon with I could get to get some of them was ready for a start to school. Soon after breakfast my wife seemed rather that provision than I did last time. I found most of my petitions the day is nothing new good by...
closed school at the usual time after I washed, sat down and worked on my knitting. This evening, in knitting, retired soon after supper.

Thursday Oct 10th

The morning is cloudy and it looks as if we would have rain soon after breakfast was ready to school I took my umbrella and on the way home I might need them but I cleared off so much that we did not need them. Passed school at the usual time, worked on my knitting and at 12 o'clock and passed the evening in conversate. Mr. W. went to the mill after supper to see did not return. As the weather was so nice we did not get back until the next day was undressed. Oct 11th

Friday raining. I rose this morning and heard it was raining only a few moments and then it cleared off in a few moments and then it rained only a few moments and then it stopped. I was up and ready for breakfast and went out to breakfast and found Mrs. Watson at the little Mrs. She sent for her as she was going to the breakfast. I went to the table and found Mrs. Watson at the table. She had a little girl with her. She was sick and had been sick all night. The weather was very cloudy and we had rather it would not rain until 12 o'clock. I went to see her much day before. She and I returned home and played on the included and then played on the included and then with sisters started out to meet sisters. We met her in the train and then went to the station and then got the train together and got to the train. We went to sleep until 11 o'clock.

Saturday Oct 12th

I woke this morning and heard it was raining. I was up after I dressed in the morning.
I went to church again and slept until night, and arouse to good season and dressed for breakfast. After breakfast we took some and got quite early. Then Burns and Mrs. Underhill and I went to the church. For the wedding which is to come off Thursday evening. Soon after the Eilen left we made ready for a walk to town. We started about nine and got there soon after ten. We did not get much in the morning and soon after dinner about three we started and made a call on Aunt Erman had a fine with the Mrs. and before we left once more we some chocolates and played some, Aunt gave us some cheese and some once drank, we returned home and then went up to the store and made some purchase and then to the church and I got until dark. Then came home after supper.sat down to write Mary's boxes for the wedding, and some for sister's words, retreat from self-pride.

Oct 31st Sunday

Aunt and some visit a breakfast home we dressed. For breakfast. After breakfast we dress immediately for church and away three or four of the soldiers started to go to church about three miles from town. Some and half hour on horse back. The Gifford and Mr. Barry was our guest to the Blue Ridge and later. But I met with a cold for that my sin and used which I valued very much, the service had commencement, when we got there, but I got the person to hear the dedication. President and another one and the dedication advance and had a very fine place at time.大规模 returned the Mess immediately after preaching and spent the evening in fancy at the and the gents returned, home from the fire, and next, the band as far as the end with theMiss. And the music and ready retire for a time, I knew a little from town.
Monday Oct 14th

The morning is quite pleasant, dressed for breakfast soon after breakfast was ready had a chat for school about all my sisters dress does not expect to keep school to morning I know now and is quite steady and themselves to bear in the distant day speaking as usual dressed school at my usual time wound home and partly for the sisters decision dress for them tomorrow to the wedding service done after prayers Oct 15th

Thursday

Another pleasant morning rose in usual season and dressed for breakfast after breakfast I washed some edgings and whistled for Sister as she was coming out early I wound a few of my cinnas as I had not any thing else to do until Sister came she got out early and than we worked as fast as we could Sister got a note from the undershede bride requesting her to be one of the waiters as her sister Ellen is sick and she was to have been one of the waiters concluded to be and I was to go early to dress the heads and help them about the other part of me I shape the place to end in the morning but I go with Miss Hevett I got some relief once by the time we was ready to start felt pretty well not got there early and I be gone to dress all the other heads I got all these heads dressed before last night myself and my own and they were all dressed and me by day light but I was done ready and we went to dinner before the wedding.
The groom and maids came out early, and the morning was bright and invigorating. The evening was very pleasantly and between ten and eleven we started for home. It was a most delightful evening, and we had a very fine picnic. There was fiddling on horseback and we sang. We got home about eleven, rested and

Wednesday Oct 16th:

The weather is cold, but I hope it will clear off. As we are invited to the fair, I do not wish to go very much. I have not been to day since I left the fair. I am not dressed and had the horses laddled and thought to ride. As we got home, I had a pleasant ride and went to see for our goods. Some of the men and women went to the twelve o'clock fair. The others had gone before the fair was given by Shubden. We had dinner, and the time passed pleasantly. We left before four and on our way through town we learned that there was to be a concert in the evening. But my father couldn't stay and the horses were saddled. We arrived late and found that the music was very pleasant. We stayed a while and after supper did not

Friday Oct 17th:

The weather was mild and rainy and we received no more until after I got in. I had a very pleasant evening as I wish it to you. Off to school and found all well. From home yesterday morning the news of dear little "Dias" sickness. I am going to connect with home to stay longer after the girls come until dark.
Another pleasant morning up and dressed for breakfast. After breakfast made ready to start for school was done there was no school in the day passed as usual close school at quite early and then home dressed as fast as possible and then started for a walk to town. Rose and the boys went out with me until I must told we did not have to go for beyond the mill before we met he had a pleasant walk back to town got home after dark after the evening in talking and reading.

Saturday Oct 19th
A pleasant morning and gone after breakfast and went to the store to look at the new bonnets and stayed some time had an invitation to eat dinner but did not accept and went to our little brother and self cotted on our little brother in the evening went to meeting Mr. Bray and others called to go with us and they mention to come and return the same way.

Sunday Oct 20th
Another pleasant and Billy dressed to go to the store. Went to the store and the new school cost at a very high school as it was quite different from the other schools after breakfast we had to go out of the church and walked home with the family from the dinner. Mr. & Mrs. Lacey started for Canton to spend the evening in reading and conversation. Mr. & Mrs. Gaffney stayed a few moments as they went down but did not return about nine.

Monday Oct 21st
A pleasant but cold morning some about the usual time after breakfast fixed for school. Many stayed at home to keep house, Mr. & Mrs. Brown came home in the evening about eight most of my children present day passed as usual after breakfast and the guests went until near dark then they came down and dance at the end of the evening.
Thursday Oct 22 1857

The morning pleasant rose and dressed for breakfast. 10 o'clock breakfast started, but after breakfast my Lord and lady present, your day passed as usual. 10 o'clock I put my dresses on my chaise, returned as usual, the evening worked on my Othman, retired soon after prayers.

Wednesday Oct 21st

Rose and found a pleasant morning soon after breakfast started for my daily routine of study. Found my chaise present. Day passed as usual, nothing of importance transpiring after breakfast returned to home and found that your former had just left. I was very sorry that I did not get home in time to see her. Worked on my Othman during the evening until 9 o'clock retired. Soon after prayers.

Tuesday Oct 20th

It is still pleasant. Off to school. Scholars all present day passed as usual, did not work on my Othman, at the evening retired soon after prayers.

Friday Oct 23rd

This morning the chill has been and still pleasant. Day passed as usual. 10 o'clock breakfast very good day. In the evening after 2 o'clock early and myself went out to meet with Bo. He went first to the Subdarium. 10 o'clock so far and the rest of the way alone until she met me etc. He was only a few steps on the road when a coach had engaged, left the night got back it was quite dark, left the country in conservation retiring about eleven.

Saturday Oct 24th

Rose and dressed for breakfast and after breakfast to the house sitting and sat down to work about 1 o'clock. Mary Campbell and Bob left to come. Spent the remainder of the day so we had to go and dress for them and white we were doing. Was one thought in a letter to us from the Misses Lessie. She was very very welcome to us after dinner. My friend's office got a white one I had to leave my work to play for her after she left the other player's white and left about 4 o'clock.
just as they were leaving. Mr. Todd came and we spent the evening in working and conversation, retiring about ten.

Sunday Oct 27th.
A pleasant but cool morning for church dressing for breakfast had prayers and soon after breakfast was ready, after breakfast we made ready for a short to walk at the house all the family including Mr. Todd went to ladies school had a small desk and is close to the day for the reason Mr. Todd pleased for us to stay and as an excellent discourse of the Church, I returned home with the family Mr. Todd did not go to Mr. Russell tonight and the rest of the family with us passed a very pleasant evening retiring about nine.

Monday Oct 28th.
Another pleasant morning, but still cool, made ready for breakfast soon after taking breakfast made ready to start for school. Hence my debus present the day passed as usual. Mr. Todd left this forenoon, after school did not do much until afternoon of the prayers.

Tuesday Oct 29th.
A most pleasant one year ago to day I left my sweet sweet home! It does not feel as if it was so long the time has passed so rapidly. But I want to go to my dear home because I finished a letter by brother William and sister Nancy, May 20th as all passed day passed as usual. In the evening wrote a note to Bertie. Juliet retired soon after prayers.

Wednesday Oct 30th.
The morning pleasant. Took off to school found me in town and I stay passed as every day does at school about four returned home and found a note waiting for me from sister Juliet. Miss Turville and Miss Berry brought it. They spent the day about cheese and left only a few minutes before dinner. From the farmer's before the death of "Sugar" and the good news of the arrival of "My Son" in town but does not expect to see him but want to see much from the evening in and doing some. I retired soon after dinner.
Thursday Oct 31st

A pleasant morning arose after my usual time made ready for breakfast. Breakfast was to be ready for school. Mother and I was busy. The boys were going to the store. She says all present day must be ready for breakfast. I was a little absent-minded at first. I thought it was to come so late. I wanted to have some time to read a little. I asked if they would be ready to come home. They said yes. I went to town and returned. I went to town again after the street brawl. The evening was interesting.

Friday Nov 1st

Another pleasant morning rose quite early. Washed and dressed myself for breakfast soon as that was over made ready for school. Found Mary, Eliza, Charles, and others all ready. Left school early. It was a pleasant day. We all did nothing of importance. We started school. I shot about town and returned. Returned immediately and prepared to go to town. We were ready and I started on Pompey and Mary & Louise on Emma. We had a good time. I went to the town. We rode to Pomper and asked the boys out. I went to the town. I was getting quite late when we got home. The boys and I met at the stores and then we passed the stores.

Mr. Barry & Mr. Barry going to meet us, we had a pleasant walk back to town. We did not know that the rain had become. We were out of town and our packages were home. We were all happy. We had the pleasure of opening it. It was a treat to us and after looking through we read a long letter from sister. Both sister and niece received by our mail. The boys them first think Susan thought the evening was a good one. She looked very happy. We got together soon after the town. Saturday Nov 2nd

The morning pleasant and much cooler. Than it had been down after breakfast. Mary & Ellen and Ellen was prepared to go up to the store to do a little shopping. The boys had not been to town to come in the last few times we were gone. So we had to do some the returned home and commenced coming on our riding.
jackets and seated and read until dinner time and
after dinner dressed and went down to seeulerAngles
Bromley for luncheon.

Sunday Nov. 3rd

Another pleasant morning arose and dressed for
breakfast and after that was soon commenced the
service for church as we had no preaching in town.
We went on foot to the Bromley church and
sang and read prayers and my parents had a pleasant
ride. We got there before preaching began and the
sessions were finished. Mother was so glad to see
me and cordially invited me to come to town with
them. After the service I rode with the good man
and his family. We got back to town after a pleasant
ride and had a light lunch at the Bromley house
after which they left to attend a meeting and then
went in the evening to the meeting of the church of my
dancing and singing and others.

Tuesday Nov. 5th

Another pleasant morning arose early. The
morning was fine and we got up early. After
dinner prepared and served for supper and all in good
health. Passed the day as usual. Commenced at ten o'clock
and then an hour after the clock struck 1:30 I
began to read, a mixture of the books of the
Three Laws. It was quite late before dinner.

Wednesday Nov. 6th

Practiced and being a pleasant day of no school
I breakfasted about all of my school students wrote to them
to come over the next day for tea. Tuesday was the day of the week that
was turned very cold about noon and it really seems as if winter was coming. I
tried to say that "Sunny" does not mean at what tomorrow shall.
Thursday Nov 7th

Those between five and six this morning dressed for breakfast and went out and after the breakfast fixed for breakfast it is right with this morning but as I have a tie in my foot I do not mind. Much of the doing a few old jobs started for a short while present but may the day finish as usual. Office school closer that High school time. He was married in just two days from the day. He was married four or five years ago. Both of them have been my friends, spent the evening in being pithed about here.

Friday Nov 8th

Another pleasant morning of which I am very glad as though I will have pleasant weather for the meetings which they have in contemplation and which will commence tomorrow and another day or two I wish to see the sun on one of. I commence a letter to Lord. I received a letter from Lord. I received a letter from Lord the last of May in the present. I expect to go down early tomorrow morning and then shall see further. Lord could to mł do mach as long as my weight time spend the evening in conversation with three or four stages.

Saturday Nov 9th

Those calls and communications getting ready to start to town after breakfast finished my toilet and went to the new house dish. The calls for my father I went to town. Found one as soon as possible. The dress we wore and made a call on Mr. Blake we than it was burned done and went immediately started to church there was not very many present to day. Then there will be more tomorrow. We returned home and took dinner. And then we put on our houses and went to the store and purchased some with an afternoon and then went on to the door and cut the crowd reflecting as we had a very fine time the last as eating nearly all of the time. We were there that we wanted to start all night as the reflections to have to stay alone and as we were afraid it would be. During the morning we declined and returned home just after dark. Next the evening in conversation which done of the ladies. It commenced raining just as we went to bed. And afraid we will have a rainy day tomorrow.
Sunday Nov 15th

This morning we were glad to find it not raining and a prospect of being quite a pretty day after breakfast we desired for church we went and found quite a full house had a very good sermon and after worship the communion, in afternoon we had another meeting. No the lecture or preached had quite a good sermon but not very full. We returned from church and soon after began to retire.

Monday Nov 16th

As I left school for today do not go to attend meeting I did not return with the fecal family but stayed with Beatrice after breakfast we went together sister taught until the people began to come and then closed for until after meeting. The lord gave us another good sermon and than we went home to dinner. After dinner I went back and stayed with sister until school closed and then we went and made a call upon Mr. Goddard had quite a pleasant cold and than some of the deacon we again went to meeting and heard another good sermon. Mr. Goddard asked than to return to my home ride on horseback Mr. Toone was my gentleman had a fine ride. I was a pleasant moonlight evening and conversed some time after we got like relative between to and eleven.

Tuesday Nov 17th

Pleasant but quite late arose in good season and made ready for breakfast after that was over made ready for church the church was filled with all my relations present. Bert the caroling began as soon as closed school and returned to church. Mr. Goddard returned to Boston to day and was here back with them to take to Dr. Webster as to say good before he started for Boston spent the evening in conversing and being retired soon after supped.

Wednesday Nov 18th

Still pleasant but we have cold mornings and quiet pleasant in the latter part of the afternoon. So after dinner my father left school day passed as usual out nothing of any note occurring. Closed school and returned at that the evening in conversing and reading.
Sunday Dec 17th

A pleasant morning but very cold, water froze in my boat last night for the first time this fall, we arose and dressed and after breakfast had prayers and then we sat and talked about going to church after dinner. Mr. Withers was so deaf that he had just felt like going to say so he said we might have the horses and ride on those back and we had just gone to get ready then. Mary came running over to the barn to get justard and when we were very glad to have that and I had come out not so quick to about the other one. We were soon ready and started. It was getting pleasant and it was very nice. We got there and church had commenced. Mr. Withers gave us a sermon. We were in the cold sitting in church. We had not one sermon and we returned home immediately. After it finished left town after dinner as we had to visit Rye patients and we were not sorry to be gone until most night when the with Mr. Withers for some Saturday going to take the horse back that gives more from the coming in reading. Returned about nine

Monday Dec 18th

My money is in the strong box and not as cold as yeater. After breakfast we went in the shop and all my children present except little Jonathan who is sick with the cold and tooth ache. The day passed in reading after dinner until about ten and it commenced raining just before I went to bed.

Tuesday Dec 19th

The morning is fair my but we started for school down after breakfast without poster. My today passed as usual if anything more consequent accomplished and played at Mr. Withers until five o’clock after that finished my books to last time. Returned between ten and eleven.
Wednesday Nov 20th

It's still cloudy and unpleasant. I do hope it will clear off by day. I know there is more pleasant weather again if it is on the West. But I think my health is not all well. Sunday I went to the dental and it is still not as well as usual. School is still closed. I shot off my usual time. Home again. Bath continues slowly and mostly. Read a little after tea and then the rest of the evening in conversation. Retired about nine, this colder. The evenings 21st

Thursday Nov 21st

Another foggy morning but think it will clear off when the sun rises. Because between five and six this morning made ready for breakfast after that I was over to town today if the goes and then started for school. Later cars and all in day passed as usual closed school I stay a little later than usual. The fog dissipated. This evening, it has been very pleasant since hope it will be pleasant tomorrow. It is cold this evening than it has been through the day. When I got from school to night I went over a little package from dust in which I found a long letter from Dustie Leslie and a note from Miss Curtis. I hope she will have enjoyed the letter from Dustie and more from what could have been just me to read it with me. After supper spent the evening in writing and quite early.

Friday Nov 22nd

This morning was cloudy. But in the forenoon it cleared to off and I have had a very pleasant day. Went to school my teacher and old present day were as usual closed. I shot off once and then home immediately and dressed for care at the town. Mary went with me we started off late. And then we got to the mill for three hours but when I came back we had a pleasant walk to the town side and got to the mill. Rented the evening in conversation and writing. Leslie and myself sat late.
Saturday, Nov. 23rd.

After this morning's pleasant weather, we made ready and went to the store and did some shopping. Then I came again and got our work and then started to espence the day with another dinner. Then we got there we found Miss southeast and Miss Plyley and Miss. Wood and Miss. Wood and Miss. I had a conversation with we halted for tea. If we don't have it finished and then we went to work on our riding to get to which we commenced in the evening after we returned home. We had a very pleasant time and very nice evening dinner. Mr. Berry took dinner with us. The old ladies left after dinner and we passed the earnest of the evening and boy near one. But we returned home after the tea and we had our coffee and apples with coffee.

From Sunday, Nov. 24th.

Another pleasant morning we arose late, and had a very late breakfast which we was very sorry for as we were to go out to Mr. Me—early the next day to church and we made us at seven in the morning. When we got back early about six, Mr. Variety we dressed it down at the center and had our horses' eat and we were ready to start. Mr. Drs. we are the gents and I was in with Mr. Berry going and staying—some breakfast and I rode with Annie coming to meet. We went to see the Catholic church dedication and there at the first thing there was bloody the others side of the church when we rode up as we have some gents with Mr. O and Mr. B came to talk to us. We went in to the church and the ceremonies were quite lengthy and tedious for about finished and we started for home. They all
Monday 11th

Thee and morning broke in quite good season after breakfast made ready for school and town started. Most of my scholars present day missed by usual dwell on the evening or my dress which: Tuesday 11th

The morning isCloudy and we had some rain coming this way while above a rainy day of to detest from about my chair at time only few of my letters present to day on account of the weather be Tuesday passed as usual dwell on my dress the evening: Wednesday 11th

Another Cloudy morning but thinks there will not be much more rain of the school and scholars passed wrote a note to distant visitor and Mrs McCall to the 20th to town by day if it is pleasant till the 20th day passed as usual closed 3d but before sun there was a 5 hour coming up and was against the 20th and all would go well went home and found the same home after we got home. After I consulr my hair and washed I laid down on my bed as I did not feel very well this afternoon and there were showers all around and the thunder and lightening grow very heavy once and fore. Last the rain and wind came as strong I went to bed after supper commened a letter to sister Elizabeth but did not finish it after the other had gone to bed. He came in to my room and sat down and we talked until late retired short time
Thursday Nov 28th

This occurred Nov 28th and cast and choke

It will remain same time. I suppose the topic

Thanksgiving at home would like to be here if I were

If I were at home I would put my best effort and try

One and cut off my sleeves to my dress a little

time before it is due. It should ride at such a height

I have never met him before. I found him quite a

pleasant gentleman. After dinner we went into the

big room and had some nice music. I returned from

played on it until prayers and after that I stayed in

again and the rehearsal until the next morning.

He asked me if I understood it very much and if I could

have been with me. I thought I was more than

the evening. I did not finish until 9. It was finished

after the perfect. I read the first the last day

Another pleasant day to go out and not all least

day. I was not too late. I was at least very much.

I do not know the date of tomorrow. I must get

the writing and go with us to school. I had

hoped to write. I will not be able to write.

This is the last day of November and a pleasant

day it is. It is quiet and warm. There is the sun and

come out this morning and I finished dressing

and, we are all ready and a lot is done after time

had a fine ride and when we got most of our

distance, I decided to stop and off the road

and not to lose. But it did not last long, and the

paved the road and mount again and

were soon there. These Mr. Mitchell

and Young lady at home. The girls have

all gone to town; they were very glad. There is

and we talked a very pleasant day about

five we started for home had a fine time.
going home at 3:00 and Mrs. Millet has written a note with her receipt and sent it to me.

On the 11th of December, 1841,

Sunday, December 11th,

I went at 9:00 this morning and found it cloudy and misty as I was out on those places. In the forenoon we were dressed just as usual, but I soon decided not to come out, as we had a lovely day but were obliged to stay at home from school as there was not any preaching anywhere because that we knew of.

I went home before noon and saw the mailman. No mail was here for dinner of the dinner I went back in to my room and saw that someone came down with a letter from brother. It was very welcome, and was read over and over and over again to me.

On the 12th of December, 1841,

Monday Dec 12th

The morning is cloudy and darks beyond the rain, and dinner was at the first dinner that was over noon for me for school.

I did not get all present day, dressing around after the meal, and Mary came to say she had the evening in reading in the evening, about ten.

Tuesday Dec 13th

This morning it is raining, and as it continued to rain some of that I did not go to school. I spent the day in sewing on my dress and had a great deal of thunder and lightning during the day and evening retired between nine and ten.
Wednesday Dec 4th

It rained nearly all night and was still raining when I awaked this morning but the rain ceased for a short time but it did not rain started for a short time. I was not able to do many work as every day does. Found the creek full at this morning but could cross it at the log was not under water. Then the evening in setting up my clothes ran in hopes of finding a slip points of Thursday Dec 5th

Another stormy morning it was very leaden and this morning that we did not go to school as there was The day at home finished my dress today I have considerate the study. Passed the morning a bit after four oclock a thundered and lightned considerably before night and after wards too well. The evenings in knitting for Mrs. Page. She went to Dr. Mitchell this afternoon and when he went to come away he found his horse was missing and he concluded I had go cross and had come home and to the lost the pleasure of walking home and when he got here this horse had been gone and it had not made off as abundance as when we went to bed Saturday about ten.

Friday Dec 6th

It is still here unpleasant and every thing is considered wet this morning without any help the rain got clearing off we concluded to go to another store in But I went from there the day pass yet again after the trees were loaded we all see that the branches were getting almost constantly and it somewhat alarmed one as I was afraid force winds come on to the house but they did not. The trees look better now. As the weather being colder this day evening I did not see them start but went and see them for some how I cannot stop off and sell and see them before I cannot do I though the best part of this winter to sit in a room and just think on the weather in the house and I want to decide to stay one of the few times I have done so in a long while.
Saturday Dec 17th

The morning is bright, lovely and very cold, but the sun is too hot because it might cheer up. After breakfast, I wrote a note to sister to ask her if any chance offered as I went back to the weather slide in an attempt to get to town after having finished my note. I sat down to work on my Post. I worked on it all day and got along pretty well with it. After dark took some knitting and went to work and soon one of the girls brought me a note from you which Jim brought up from the mill. She had brought it from town. But the evening after supper in singing with Mrs. Lewis of "The Shaker" about to

Sunday Dec 18th

At last we have another pleasant morning but not cold like this and everything is loaded with the sun it looks beautiful. We all decided to stay at home from church today as there is more work and the tendency is to stay at home by the fireside. The morning is ready after having all of the dinner with my book and sat down to read and Mr. McC. wanted us to go and went and went and before we knew it Mr. Shafford and "Connie Perry called" Connie they called to look us up by in the leaves, midst Wedne by midst of Fields. We went a while with them and then they left after dinner read again until ten

Monday Dec 19th

Another pleasant day of school only. The children present day passed as usual nothing much in the way of news except Miss. Howarth's and Vann's "Cousin Perry called" Connie they called to look us up by in the leaves, midst Wedne by midst of Fields we went a while with them and then they left after dinner read again until ten.
Wednesday Dec 11th.

It is still pleasant and the weather very portable wise it might remain so for a long time. I rose and dressed for breakfast and after that was over made ready for meat and dessert. At three I spent an hour and a half on my afternoon's work before school. After school I wrote a letter to my sister and then went to dinner and afterwards did some more work. After dinner I worked on my history and then wrote a letter to my sister. After that I went to bed and retired before twelve o'clock.

Thursday Dec 12th.

I spent the morning busy about my usual work, after breakfast laid down and read a little. Mrs. Mo. brought me a note from sister. It was a letter from sister. I was impatient to read it, but I shall not write.